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'Ifhis is the shortest, ulliektat and
'.14:-tent It.111e to all points northeast,
Mo. 1toyest and west. Passengers
aem.ine pen ion al 9:16 am arrive in St
a6:50 Cio'responding time
i„1,11 ,•-44.‘r points. Foi- farther infor-
notlimi 4all on or address C. C. ty
southern agent, Pacluetib, Klv., or Geo.
I.s• .• . general passenger agent, St.
I. • -
The Old Re lable
ta lehedag yawl!. a maleor tom
iirriers or single, In cases of exposure,
Asa, excesses or improprieties.
'ARAN'TEED. Board ant: apartment'
. J./fished when desired. Question Maag
10 Book free. Cap or write.
v9 E N rs
cAvEATS_JRADEMARks
COPYRIGHTS.
Ica */S OBTAIN A PATENT? For a
yprormg answer and an honest opinion, write to
Ill' NG & CO.. whn have bad nearly Of ty years'
erne...mem lathe patent business. Conamtmlita-
'stone Wiest], omeriontiaJ. A Handbook 01 1*.
tormatlow conCerning Pa tents and bow to ob.
-lain theM mot free. Also a catalogue of medians
Ical and selentinc books sent free.
Patents taken through MUM, A CO. receive
Apeciai notice in the !Scientific American, and
Kluns are brought widely befOre the public with.
net cost to the inventor. This splendid paper.
wonted weekly, elegantly Illost rated, has by far the
Ingrest circulation of any acIentitic work in the
ssor,d. tda a year. Mimple espies sent free.
Bighting. Edition, monthly, F2.504 year. Single
&Mica. as Cents. Every number contains beau-
prat plates. in colors, and photographs of new
bolos, witin plans. enabling builders to show the
latest designs .d moue contracts. Address




Offe•• Upertairs in Reed Building
' 
est Manhood, liervonsness, Sexual Weak lbpgan swindling the Boy's, for
is a real black-leg. ('here to
about an hundred men tissentb' d to move up pore or you would be
With their muskets, and they left. Our people are on the im-
matched him, hat in band, at the pro e all, the time, both spiritttally
...
point of the bayonet, out of camp, and socially. The farmers; are
and as soon as they marched him beginning to fix and plan for their
through the guard, the men gavels work. The order of the day
shout that shook the ground; to thrtnighout the Winter has been
ends drumming a man out , f protracted meetings, and, at this
camp. He was front the 4th regi- time, it is weddings and farm talk.
meat. I am truly glad he came The liee, Sam P. Jones Came
not from our regiment. ' over to our county town and
Have received the uniforms for delivered a lecture on "Git There."
the boy's; also the officers have Some.liked him and some disliked
theirs. Mine cost me $28.50. I him. He,received for his, served
drew $15 for traveling expenses. however, $300.
My -outfit of clothing is very light Helve ltad very good success
on account of weight in marching. in may work this year. Have just
On yesterday we drew our muS- closed my fourth revival and the
kets; only 98 of them. . results of my labors so far are 155
There has net been a death in conversions and 128 additions to
either of the regiments, except the Metliodist church south. I
one man whu was killed between must say that Southern Methodistm
here awl Louisville by the over- is being strongly Planted in these
turning of the stage. parts and is taking such' a hold
Write me and direct it to Mane that some day in the near future
Ins & Thompson's 3rd regiment we will have swept all of this
Ky. volunteers, City of Mexico. slate. We are in favor with the
Give my love to all the friends. people, and in many _places they
1" IT.:retenifa%Vtil;rnein, hatvd°T
ell the young men there I's note- some
ing like fighting for one's country. of the finest that live, converted
Tell Hiram and A. Gabbard they and join the church these last six
UST LT PEWIT. 
, 
, r
ought to be here. I must stop and months than lever did in the same
I
E. B. TREADWAY, 2nd Lieut. 
length of time befivonrggel oa. nd Ttt00
"i  victory.ancit
drill the Boys awhile. Farewell.




be with old, friends back there,
To W. W. Treadway. but I am 'very busy about my
(TO BE CONTINUED.) Master's work and cannot telf
no* when I will make you a call.
I hope you will all speak words of
cheer to my two 'brothers ,there,
and remember that I am one of
the "boys" that was raised in your
midetland have never forgotten
you. With malice toward none,
and best wishes for all, I close,
praying the Lord to bless all.
'Your friend and brother:
M. M. DIIRARD.
At Emporia, Kansas, the other
day a remarkable divorce suit
ended in the district court. Mary
C. Davis sued her husband, :John
Davis, for a divorce and $4,000
alimony. She got it by consent,
with the alimony reduced to $1,700.
This is the fifth time one or the
other of these twn have sued for
divorce, and each time the divorce
has been annulled by a remarriage.
The couple are among the, oldest
awl weel thiest citizens of the
co a n t ry and Sieve is family (regrown
children.
Bu cher Shop.
T. B. Jones has bought out. Mr.
Ross, "the butcher," and is






giRIGTOR•: eik: bad noneecuennu.....T...T. Mee of
ai clot., ea Mims I, 5.<,00. 
debty,
est discharges Inst manhood, despondency, 
unfit. 1
, • ' ry, looting "no °Mho oda. 
oroinlo and 1
hy wife mid esiy nictlisd . Cures posinoli
seL ftaution 13,ank and Booklets.
WARD INSTITUTE. ; TE'S CREAM
'"'"'"'"'"'YERMIFUGE'
MIKE 011 .1.. FOR 20 YEARS
Rod & Oliver, HartinircuAaefiros:SOLD EITERYN,I,F.E,E.




Every owner of a hone should kegs
it on hand. It no. the its, oi •
valuable anInot. One pookage
cure eight to ten mem Frio $100.
LAWYERS
, • vt• I, bt tote itr all courts in the
State.
attention given to Collections.
51, low, settlements of estates,
iinto, administratois, abst
;i1..4 to land, enforcing mortgages
'olio/ liens, imperintending estates
iotantilt. etc.
Cp.stairs in Reed Building,
• BENTON, KY.
TOHN G. LOVETT
Worni.y -at - Law,
Benton,. Ky.
•
NV el te active in all the courts
of the imunty and distriet.
up-stairs overatezke drugstore.
now
He also has a Boot and Shoe
repair shop and Will do excellent
at the lowest prices.
The shop is near Hamilton's
millioery store, on Main street,
between town andthe depot. Call
and see him. f-14
F .,77..!7,;.E.:...:,7,7;
and led vitality raIl 1,0. 10, 11 0,0,.
TRIAL




BENTON, liENTUCKY. WEDNESDAY EVENING, MARCH. 14, 1894. NUMBER 20.
lr../E'r'IVERS CAPT. STONE IS RIGHT. 71111111‘111111A1.. REVIEW! . INFLUENCE OF A P30
 R! SOME Q1L7EISICIO2SIB1
From a Mexican Soldiers to 'His There is no Excuse That the House 10f Important Events During the I That Of Washin
gton Responsible In Genoral Histroy-Clan You An-,
EV E. L ', NOSE & Tatto• AT for Gov. Stevenson's Career. • swer Them?Father. is Without a Quorum. Past Week.
• FIRIVIARY.
[NOTE.-The sill 01' IS now de- Tile Washington: Correspondent
-1: Sireets, of the Courier-Journa1 says:
P,I DUCAII. KY. "Capt. Stone, of the 11.'ennyrile'
` 
distriet, who is always in attend-
FkA..r
cad d th N 
auce on the sessions, of the house,
re-eere 110(1 11:tee tell/belied si ine
he said tothly he eel not favor
to any propos,theit 1 bai wtitild be an
M. endereeetteit el' lettere teetho.d of
elnink,os 0 iklortwit). 'The pcople
passed judgment on the Reed
congreese said lie *and wtecen not
-afetra at this time to commit any
Ile rail I hilt nage t be einistrited as an
he eittiorsernent of that congress.
Ve We have nit ample majority with
en which to transact the business .of
tilt! 1101180 wanted, giving the
ak autovratii: power such
4.f as were-exercised be• Reed in the
III; Fifty-first congress. If the mem-
1we then take breakfitstemd as soon per. will 109e110 here and Attend
las the Boys wash the cups we d to ow public liesii„.se w ill
them an hone and teey're uhetu be no neeessity for riehange in the
dismissed. . The next thiee is "el reles to mite,: iett tee eonnliug of
officer drill. Tlwre are about










Many persons find that their
general health has been Mi.
paired. Effects linger in the
system which, if not promptly
met and removed, may, and
often ilot result in great dan-
ger. , These effects are incle '
cated by such. symptoms as .1
a lingering cough, eisordered
digestion, nervousness, pants




Is the greatest of all remedies
in such cases. It acts so
pleasantly, and yet so prompt-
ly and 'surely, that it almost
imperceptibly sweeps ouf of
the system the causes that
produce these troubles, and
restores the vigor of joyous
health. This is the experience
of thousands .Who have tried
it. It is as pleasant to take as
lemenade, harmless always,
and imp,. WHEN ALI.
Rtsol Li IL lles ELSE PAILS.
it 00 per beitle.6 for 85.00. All Druggiatil.
Manufactured only hy
MING'S KUL GEHMETUER CO.. Slash, 6m.
Representative Bland was re.
warded on Thursday for his long
fight for his silver coinage bill Joy
its passage by a vote of 168 to
129. Amendments, offered by
Messrs. Straus and Cummings,
proeiding for bond issues, were
*led out of order. As amended;
the coinage of the. remainder of
the bullion in the treasury is pro-
vided for after the seignioragehae
been coined, and. the legal tender
cheracter and the mode of redemp-
tion of the present treasury uotes
is specially retained as provided
in existing law.
The tariff bill is now laboring
in another of the periods of peril
with which its history has been so
liberally checkered, both in the
house and since its erre VR1 at the
senate end of the eapitol. That
the bill is in danger there is no
doubt; that the democratic mem-
Bon providing for a monument
over the grave of Joel T. Harte a
gentleman asked Judge Beckner
what statuary and paintings
amounted to.
"Look at Washington'., portrait
back of the speakers stand," an-
sweied the judge. "I said it aided
most materially in electing a gov-
ernor anti United States senator."
"Flow was that," queried the gen-
tleman. 'Mt -was in the democratic
conveutiou of 1867," replied Judge
Beckner. John W. Stevenson was
elected permanent chairman, and
in assuming the gavel, made a
noble speech. In the midst of it
he turned to the portrait of Wash-
ingtun and said: -
I see before me scores of the
veterans who fought Maier Lee,
Jackson and Morgan. You are
taunted with being rebels, and it
41 e q mutant. it is s'el; I: toss a I beret of the finance etenatittee, who hiss been urged that you should
ill Ilie reptiblitimis wiii do all Ii. Otter now have its tutelifIcation in not only be deprived of the right
et! pewee iff Corot. us to p011iit a (1110- charge, are aware of this danger to hold office, hut that you should
coin lId 1 :'imlica thin of Reed'a is equally certain. be disfranchised aud made even
labont we.' env in Ow afetrie »,t,Ii tell,that, every Senator Cnllont lots introdue(rd of less consideration in the state
when the drum lieu la f:or Ore sY- ,-itoiette tillire in row a bill creating a tariff aoloaliSSion than those who were lately your
?parade. Our to hole • Hill nit.•,,iliut.p, SO that wheif;•,:tmi direetieg the eeestructiou of slaves. "Ah, gentlemen," be ridded
parades and at the Sppouif heat mew the a 83 slem of etISIBBIS has../1 I With fervor, "never' in the pres-
;the drum we all tet
1 11 
qeeetitte of 4111011th) (11,• I.( . ill be upon the difference in the cost of ence of the 'portrait of the chief
• parade etound heel- ties ord re let aelai• In the trausaction of the , American mind foreign labor. A of the rebels of all Utile, hang your
for the next day. Then tett en n. , by reason of the' commission of nine members is head because' you fere called by
net or fieutemeweoolonel, or wf tt ewe-, e! ru democratic quorum. provided for, to be - appointed by such a name.
),
eVer may he eeleleallfliee. Is red it Tee ee ..er some of the denieteratsIthe president aud with the conient "This brought the house down,
ed, then the partub. 5 distniss :%.1 the importunes of this I of the senate. Not more than four of Course. 'Shortly afterwards
ante, next comes eupptes Aer he 1, I t..' it Will lip for shelf ;eleoieteti from' the same John L. Helm was nominated for
welch everyone amuses himself is j political party. governor, and some one, as if by
he likes until 9 o'clock, when tie 011:1 I11131413141. The-sensation of the week in inspiration, named Stevenson for
roll is called and the dayet ithe house was the speech of Mr.
is ended. • Wooela 111., March. 2.-1 Perree, who hit right and left
I slippose you have often heard Please let me speak to all of my those opposed to hie views. Sen.
of men being edrinerned out of old friends and neighbors again ator Morgan, chairman of the
DrAtistfsBelts&Appliatmes •camp." Well, I saw one drummed through your • excellent paper. committee on foreign relations,
• Aa's7=1:';.1:41=1  out this morning. Het deserted I rejoice with the people of Ben- presented the report on the• 4.
hisoompany sonw time ago, cane ; ton and .Marshall to think the
ite camp this morning; having r
ceived his commutation money
01' • • , Belts, Suspensories, Opt.
ekl 
71:4 latsi Bupperters, Veins,
nal Appliances, Abdorns
.$. Capes
OttreS Illiminintisni, Liver •and Kidney
omplaints, 1.0 %pepsin, Errors of looth,
nee., and all Froubles In Male or t emale.
Question Blank and Book free. Call or
write.
Volta•Metlica Appliance co.,







atwAys B11 1.1 till' and pronely CAFE. The ea,.
se tool hy :woof 1r 111,1 • 1 ovcr he Unite I Soto,
laths OLO .I.011 'It private mail mutt., tor Stl yore,
^ot as! 'sad remit.
lion ey ri 4 II pot AI remounted. genii 4 twat,
fus teslid Potioninte.
2,NASI) IRSTITUTE,12011.9th St, St.Louls, Ma.
oured lanes rat-emus treatment
*lir 
without knife. Ittn loss of 'me
fromMoine.. Fistula, I',, i.
etc, oleo cured. W years' to
. Quution Blank and 'took fru. Collor writ,
DR. B. B. BUTTS,
On Pine Street. Sr. LOttle, /40.
PILES
ceased, but on eeeeent of the
licitatiens of IllS 11111E kinsmen
some . of his of (70(iirades
friends. I e been induced
Of his. letters, %Odell, 1 trttat
readers 111- the Tribune will fin
be intereetIng, Ity hisrdeughter,
V. Treadway.]
Carep Butler, Oet., 221. 184
Dear Father: •
write you to inform
of me good health, end am hop
you and the. fleetly iney bit
same when this reaehes you.
are still encn iii poll lime in an 11
field, drilling every di'.
In the firet plitee. ;:t floYhr
each morning:. W.. 19,1 r the be:t
the reveille end then 11:0 rollet
e hen e ereseet; we ii
an boar • o 9 then•: : • clis:Pis










We have the word of Alfred
Tennyson for it that in the spring
the young man's fancies lightly
turn to love. It is singular that
the great laureate omitted to men-
tion the fact that in the spring that
a considerable portion of the
human race turn to taking Hood's
Sarsaparilla..: 'Probably nothing
but the difficulty of finding &good
rhyme for that invaluable remedy
deterred hint. Certain it i8 that
the old-time domestic remedies are
generally discarded ill favor qf
the stendard blood purifier, Booties
Sarsaparilla, which has attained
the greatest popularity all over
the country as the favorite spring
medicine. It purifies the blood
and gives nerve, mental, bodily
and digestive strength.
17 roma Jt4ciC ACII
Dr you areialk,Tzeor,n,e,oGoLorgilligrodr4or nothing
BANN'S, IRO V V I TT ER S.
It will time you, and give a good appetite. Sold
heal! dealers in medicine
country ie•improving and the peo-
ple becoming more refined. Thet-
is right. If ni my of you people
were flere you would be compelled
Hawaiian investigation, Senator
Frye delivered a speech denounc-
ing the Hawaiian policy of the
administration and Commissioner
Clant's course.
The president has been away
from the capitol, spending the
time on the light house board ten-
der Violet shooting ducks in Al-
bermarle sound.
"Boss" McKand, tlie Coney Is-
land autocrat, was taken to Sing
Sing prison for six years for violat-
ing the state election laws. Stith.
erland, one of his lieutenants,
escaped a conviction for similar
offense through disagreement of
the jury.
Striking miners in West Vir-
ginia attacked working miners,
about thirty miles from Charles-
ton and troops were sent to the
scene. ' •
A court of inquiry into the
wreck of the Kearsarge was held
at Brooklyn; testimony showed
that the charts were incorrect.
Gov. Flower signed the bill giv-
ing residents of New York, Brook-
lyn and suburbs the opportunity
to vote on the question of con-
solidation.
A peculiarly atrocious crime
was committed at Franklin Park,
N. J., two negroes butchering the
wife of Mr. Baker and his child;
Baker succeeded in killing both
assailants.
Commissioner McDill of the
interstate commerce commission
died at his home at Creston,
Iowa.
The national base ball league
met at New York; the season's
schedule was published and va-
rious charges in the playing rules
announced.
A severe storm swept over the
eastern states early in the week.
The mercury dropped to 30
degrees below zero in New Hemp:
shire.
Immediately in front, in United
States Senator Lindsey's seat, is
Senator J. W. Ogilvie of Paducah.
He is what we call in Methodist
parlance a"wheel-liorse." He has
been coming to Frankfort for the
last '20 years in his present capaci-
ty. While at the Capital he has
the same front seat in the Metho-
dist c'hurch, session after ,session.
There is no more highly respected




was not a candidate, but his refer-
ence to the chief of rebels struck
a chord so popular that lie carried
the convention off its feet. He
not allowed to deeline. Helm
died the day he was sworn in, and
Stevenson becamiNgovernor. This
of course, led to his election as
senator, so that it ipay be said
that his pointing to the picture of
Washington and the words it in-
spired, made his great career."-
Frankfort Capital.
Vigo nd Thistliagg.
Is the joy of truth to be looked
in the face.'
A fool sometimes builds his
house of books.
A genius is never taken to be
one by his looks.
It isn't the biggest horn that
makes the best music.
Praise and doubt cannot both
live in the same heart.
Growth in knowledge is the only
cure for self-conceit.
Starting to heaven on a grave. 
stoneis risky business.
Hypocrisy is the devil's admis-
sion that virtue is a fact.
The rest of Christ is only for
those who are tired of sin.
If you wear religion as a cloak
your soul may freeze to death.
A match looks harmless, but it
has often taken a child's life. .
There is as much kill in a selfish
heart as there is in a musket.
When God measures men he
brinks them all to the same stand-
ard.
Be grateful for your blessings
and it will make your trials look
small,.
The devil can no more hurt a
christian than mud can soil sun-
light. '
After the passage of the resolu- 1 What three English kings each
the third of his name reigned ever
fifty years?
When and in what battle did but
one man escape and hieonly by
the leap of his horse?
Where is the Britannia Bridge,
when finished and what did it cost?
What navigator shortened the
voyage across the Atlanteet
What great war was waging in
Europe tiering our war of 1812?
What general fought and won
two battles ILA same day and
what was the fay?
'When did France have a crazy
king, and what was his name!
Who' were two promitrent rebels
of the American Revolution of
whom the London papers boasted
'het their heads would be on ex-
hibition in that city?
IVhat Greek philosopher kept a
drug store in Athens?
Three days is a very short time
in which to qtr. a very bad ease
of rheumatism; but it can be dons,
if the proper treatment isadopted,
as will be seen by the following
frimi James Lambert, Of New
Brunswick, Ills: "I was badly
afflicted with rheumatism in the
hips and legs, when I bought a
Chamberlain's Paiti Balm.
It cured me ill three days. I am
all right fci'day and would insist
Oh' every one who is afflicted with
that terrible disease to use Charm
berlain's Pain Balm and get well
at once." 50 cent bottles for sale
by R. H Starks.
The Floiningsburg Gazette says:
"There is a man living within three
miles of this town who recently
boasted that he had never bought
a book or subseribed fcw a pa'per
during Ins lifetime. If this item
should reach the eye of a bunco.
couhdenes or gold brick man, we -
would advise him to" come this
way at once, fmch inen•are usually
fine subjects."
Perseverance can accomplish
wonders, but it-cannot make a bad
egg hatch.
The devil likes to be called by
names that angels would be will-
ing to take.
Hell will be the hottest to the
sinners who goes to it front the
arms of the church.
If the Lord could trust his peo-
ple with money every ehristian
would own a bank.
No field of wheat ever ripens
that does not have a good deal of
straw and husk in it:
' Some can ride a hobby with as
much cruelly of spirit as others.
mount a war horse.
There are parents who let their
children read books about pirates
and cut-throats, and then wonder
why they will not join the church.
Sta.te of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath
that he is the senior partner of the
firm of F. J. Cheney & Co., doing
business in the city of T
county and state aforesaid, and
that said firm will pay the sum tit
One Hundred Dollars for each mei
every case of catarrh that cannot
be cured by the use of Hall's Co -
tarrh Cure. FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and snl,
scribed in my presence, this 6tli




A. We Gs EASON.
Notory Po hi
Catarrh Cure is taken inter-
nally and acts directly on the blood
and mucous surfaces of thesys-
tem. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
Ex-Senater G. W. Gates last
week paid $5.10 for a peck of web
nuts, or $20.40 a bushel, which is
the highest price ever paid in the
Owensboro market. lie claims
that he paid a pretty country lassie
and her little brother a $5 gold.
piece instead of a nickel by one(
take, and that he tried to explaii
it afterward, but was told by the
girl that she didn't correct nt' s-
takes after banking hours.
Owensboro Inquirer.
It must be a geod artiolo that
will induce a man to go forty miles
to get it. Mr. E. R. Swittnam, et
Fairfax Station, Vs., says; a party
came forty miles to his store for
Chamberlain's Cough Remsdyand
bought a dozen bottles. "The
remedy is a great favorite in this
vicinity," he says, "and has per.
formed some wonderful cures
here." 'It is intended especially
for coughs, colds, croup and
whoeping cough, For sale by
R.11. Starks.
People who don't want to be
dnnuell should keep their hills
paid, and people who don't like
to he offended should keep their
bills but of other people's bnai.
nese. ,
"This people of this vicinity in-
sist on having Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy and do not want
any other," says John V. Bishop,
of Portland Mills, Indiana. That
is rit,lit. They know it to be su-
perior to any other for *olds, and
as a preventive and care for
croup. and why ihould they not
insist on having it. 50 cent hot.













J R. LEMON. Editor &Proprietor.
One year On advance), -
Six manths,l - - •• - 
.50
Three tponths, - - - 
.25
BEAN WINS
1, yet he was chosen by the de
moc-
I racyteti Of 
the
younghhe 
 primary from 
ai°
'nen. His opponents will 
take
  In hie Prrnary for 
_pleasure hi aesistin the great
Announcements.
COURT OF APPESI.S.
We are authorized to announce
J. E. ROBBINS
of Graves county a candidate for Jud
ge
of the court of appeals, subject to 
the
action of the democratic party. El
ec-
tion November 1894. -
COUNTS( JUDGE.
We are authorized to announce
H. H. HEATH
as a candidate for CountyJudge
 of Mitt-




a candidate for Jailer of Matsha
ll coun-
We are authorized to announce the Shade.
hosts of-democrats in the coun
ty
in giving Mr. Dycus a big majo
rity
at the November election.
J. II. Little Was made the nom
i-
nee.for.sheriff last Saturday 
over- ,
J. H. Little the Success- two very popular 
gentlemen, and
ful Candidate for 
it is useless for us to say that he
, will carry the banner to vict
ory,
ford • 1 le has one BO in harder 
con-
tests than will be at the gen
eral
i election this year. As to the 
kind
i of an officer he will make the 
pro-
Dycus Rides Over Opposition 
andi pie are as familiar as we. 
•
Takes the Nomination for Pete Ely was the choice of 
the
County clerk. democracy of the county last Sa
t-
urday as its standard bearer f
or
Pete Ely Lay i .Hi 
the office of jailer, and as he has
been in the office for four yea
rs,
his vote in eveiy precinct atte
sts
hi a popularity as an officer,.and
 of
course assures his election 
next
Novetnber.
Out of seven candidates for 
as-
sessor W. B. Warren was ch
osen
as the party's choice for that 
posi-
tion by a very creditab e majo
rity
and will be elected at the gener
al
John G. Lovett for County Atto
r- election as though he had
 no
ney and B. F. Sears for opposition.
Surveyor. B. F. Sears was without oppos
i-
tion for surveyor and of course
 is
the nominee and will • be elect
ed
without any trouble.
J M Houser, W M Reeder, G
 W
Feezor and M A Bearden 
were.
candidates for the nomination 
for
justice.of the peace in.the Bent
on
district before the primary 
lent
Saturday. The vote stood as fol-'
lows: Houser, 137; Reeder, 
78;1
Feezor, 48; Bearden, 19. Hous
er






ty, subject to the action of the 
peoples'
Party.
We are authorized to announce
JOHN H. GORSES
a candidate for Jailer of Marshal
l coun-
ty, subject to the action of the Peo
ples'



















WED. EVENING, MARCII 14;
REPORT OFTHE BlIGGY 
COM-
MITTEE.
We, the committee appointed
by J. R. Lemon, editor of the 
Ben-
ton Tribune, to examine the cou
p-
ons and the register to ascerta
in
who, under the rules published by
that paper two months ago, is 
en-
titled to the new buggy that w
as
to be given to the person or p
er-
as guessing the number or ne
ar-
est to the number of votes pol
led
in the democratic primary elect
ion
of March 10, 1894, met in t
he
Tribune office this day and exam
-
ined both the register and coupo
ns
and beg to make the followi
ng
report: That the total number 
of
votes polled at the primary as 
re-
4
ported by the democratic commit-
tee was 1,487; that there 
were
registered and filed 408 guesse
s
and coupons; that we find 292 
to
be the smallest number guess
ed
and that W. H. Brian of Paducah
guessed 1,329, which was the hi
gh-
est number, and it being the nu
m-
ber nearest to the total number of
votes polled on that day entitles
him to the buggy, which we he
re-
by award to him and recommend
that the said James R. Lemon
,
editor of the Benton Tribune, turn
over to him as the lucky person
guessing the number nearest to







There were 408 guesses made
on our buggy proposition. B
ut
the people were not much inform
ed
as tolhe immense vote that were
in store for them. The hig
hest
guess made was 1329 by W. 
H.
Brian of Paducah the lowest was
made by David Trimble at 29
2.
The main bulk of guesses we
re
for numbers between 700 and 9
00.
Almost every one wanted an
Odd number to guess whic
h of
course showed the superstition
that still exist among the boys
.
Guestles came in from every direc-
tion. On Friday before, the primary
we wrote 138 Tribune receipts a
nd
during the day we hardly had ti
me
to eat our meals. We certa
inly
do thank our many friends for the
way in which they have patronized
the Tribune.
Do not be deceived by unscrup-
ulous dealers into buying inferior
and unhealthy Tolu. Ask fo
r
Topical Fruit, nothing hut the
purest ingredients used in its
composition.
W. E. Warren; the One-L
egged
Veteran, is the ttneeettsful
Ann for Assessor.
The 3Prixxxxiory the Eti
d-




The primary eleetion last Sat-
urday psssed off nice and qui
te
without any trouble or excitem
ent.
The vote of course surprised e
very
one connected with the can
vass
and was almost double what 
most
people thought it would be,
 but
the day, was all that the heart 
of
any dethocrat could wish and 
the
day of the week and the time 
of
year had something to do wit
h it.
Besides there were a nice
 and
genteel lot of men in the canvass
 as
could have been found in t
he
county. The candidates one a
nd
all without any exception so far
 as
we know, made an honest
 and
honorable canvass before t
he
people and did all in their pow
er
to Wing out a full vote, w
hich
they did, the fullest known in 
the
history a primary elections in
this county.
There were 15 voting places in
the county and every one of 
them
gave an increased vote, showing
to the enemies of democracy t
hat
the grand old party is not yet de
ad
but is now for one time wi
de
awake and thoroughly in harmo
ny
with the custom of primary de
e-
tions.
Below we give the names of the
different candidates and the tota
l
vote received each, but in another
place we give the vote by district
.
For county judge-J M Bean
,
677; J T Draffen, 480; R H Frank
-
lin, 155. Beans majority ove
r
Draffen, 197; Bean over both 42.
County Attorney---John
Lovett, 1161.
County Court Clerk-Geo. W
Oliver, 230; J K Wilson, 148; T
 H
Blewett, 32; J N Holland, 129; J
B Wyatt, 109; W 0 Dycus, 366
;
J A Stephens, 121; W A Free
man,
197; U C Wallace, 59; B M Phil
ly,
20. Dycus over Oliver, 136.
For Sheriff-C H Starks, 547;
J H Little, 694; 0 W Parrish, 1
95.
Little over Starks, 147.
For Jailor-Pete Ely, 490; J J
Fisher, 155; C W Ely, 134; J 
H
Beale, 256;1 A McManus, 39; A J
Kearns, 295, Pete Ely over Kearns
195.
For Assessor-4 C Beau, 71;
B Kuykendall, 331;, W C Gatl
in,
137; W E Warren, $26; S L Gra
ce,
22; W M Sailing, 126; Jack Cop
e-
land, 128. Warrn.over Kuyken-
dall, 195.
For Surveyor-B F Sears i 862
.
For Magistrate-Benton dintrict
Houser, 136; Reader, 78; Feezor
,
48; Bearden, 19. Houser -over
Reader 59.
Our Nominees.
J M. Bean is the democratic
nominee for county judge, havi
ng
received a nice majority last Satur-
day over troth of his worthy o
p.
ponents. He is a young man 
in
the prime of life, and there can be
no doubt he will make the people
an excellent official.
John G. Lovett was the only
candidate before the primary, and
will have none at the Novem
ber
election. He is a young man 
of
promise and course will recei
ve
the full vote of his party at the
regular election.
W. G. Dycus is the nominee f
or
county court clerk. No be
tter




, Judge Bennett, chief justice
 of
the court of appeals of Kentu
cky,
and Mr. Joseph' E. Robbins
, of
Mayfield, both candidates fo
r the
appellate judgeship 'of this
 di
trict were in the city Monday, a
n
in the afternoon addressed a la
rge
and interested crowd of the cou
re
ty's best voters at the court ho
use.
Their speeches were short and o
n-
ly the entering wedges to a 
hotly
contested campaign that itrin sto
re
for them in this county. In
 the
course of Mr. Robbins' remar
ks
that did not suit Judge Benne
tt,
and in turn he gave the youn
g at-
torney a clever but pointed rep
ri-
mand and told him not ,to do 
so
any more, but the apology of
 Mr.
Robbins, in saying nothing ine
le-
gant was meant and that it 
was
only in a spirit of friendly jocul
ar-
ity seemed to satisfy the h
earers
of the incident. Both of the
se
learned gentlemen stand 
high
among the people of this coun
ty,
and from the expressions we hea
rd
on the streets will have many 
ar-
dent supporters ere the ti
me
to call a primary election or a co
n-
vention to nominate one of th
em
comes around. This is the fi
rst
visit made by them here, and 
of
course we are not prepared 
to
say which will carry this co
unty.
Mr. John K Hendrick was pre
s-
ent and made a few remarks 
an-
nouncing himself a candidate for
congress and asking the peop
le
of the county to stand by him,.
 in
the approaching campaign. 
In
the course of his remarks he sa
id
he dig not know whether Mr.
Stone, our present incumbent
,
would be before the people f
or
re-election or not, but in any event
he wanted to receive the nomina-
tion at the August primary el
ec-
tion. Mr. Hendricks has ma
ny
friends in this county and 
of
course always meets a hearty 
re-
ception by them when he comes
among them.
The speaking passed off ve
ry
pleasantly and the people had
 a
chance to meet the prominent
candidates. 
•
Hood's and Only Hood's.
Are you weak and weary, over-
worked and tired?, Hood's Sars
a-
parilla is just the medicine
 you
need to purify and quicken yo
ur
blood and to give you appetite a
nd
strength. If you decide to take
Hood's Sarsaparilla do not be in-
duced to buy any other. 
Any
effort to substitute another remedy
is proof of the merit of Hood's.
Hood's pills are the best after.
dinner pills, assist digestion, cure
headache. Try a box.
Chamberlain's Eye and Skin
Ointment.
A certain cure for Chronic Sore Eyes,
Tetter, Salt Rheum, Scald Head, O
ld
Chronic Sores, Fever Sores, Eczema,
Itch, Prairie Scratches, Sore Nippl
es
and Piles. It is cooling aud soothing.
Hundreds of cases have been cured 
by
It after all other treatment had failed
25 cents per box.
OFFICIAL COUNT







M Bean . 160 31. 56 21 19 36
 66 30,
T Diaffen 66 46 152(1 122
2 18 52
Jt H. Franklin 19 5 17 7 1' 4 1
FOR CO. ATTORNEY
J0 Lovett . 2011 $a 1 10
 43 00 48 121 82
FOR CO. CLERK
0 W Oliver 50 2
41' KH  Wilsonet t 
53 11
Bw 7.
N Holland 3 7
B Wyatt 4 52
Dyclus 76 18
J A Stephens 33 5
W A Freeman 3 1
C Wallace 6 1
113 t Philley
, FOR SHERIFF.
C 11 Starks 11733'
J H Little 105 60
G W Parrish 10 
S
FOR JAILER. •
Pete Ely '1:4 8432,31
J J Fisher
C W Ely 25 11
1
J H Beale 
211)J A McManus 1( 4
A J Kearns 2
9 22
FOR ASSESSOR
H cr, Bean ..
B Kuykendall
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41 54 38 If! 121 7, 480
2 0 28 29,30 3 155
104 68 61 27 41 21 1161
1 .21 23. 3 2 :1 230
- 1 1 3 148
32
. 9 19 3 3 rtttilt,t
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Capital Stock 812,5Q0, Paid in Fu
ll.
. •
ifccounts of i1:erthlf:nta and . Inui
idditak
I pepOsits from Millar:: attd'iMurr
ird Women re,..•kre.i. 1:. 
;•,.
Paid at Sight, OB IliPir
A GENERAL .HANIINII Iiif
sINE8dTRA Nii.‘C Fri) IN .‘1,1. I
gOANCii Es.
Special Attenti. C'Tive. -.1 
to
•
1101!1 o 9 O'clock o.
DIRECTORS.
IV iii I ; .
1V
vr A IIIILL •, • • ; ii
D. t
; !-• • 1.
E G. 'PA!: •,!
F JEN,:
3 121
114 22 5 541 197 •




26 46. 58 21 82 34 :31 •I 6 13 15. 547
57 9 29 18 53 21 55 97 18 612348 7!
 694
2511)1) 9 29 43 13 7 417 1 2:
195
14 25 32 27, 20 11 58 :11 1113 6 3
1 15' 490
34) 31 1 : .14 5 2,22 46 1 5' 6 2 1
 -1551
131.3418 3 1 to 8067 31 145
 258
5 1 I 1 1 11 
39
3810 26 21 25, 2 27 2' 2
95
10 :s 1 2 9 2 1 6 1
37 24 14 11 :; 19 28 17
66 , 18 8113
39 58 14 10 58 111 12 106
1 . 2
26 2 6(112 6 1 1 1 
1
11, 3, 2
11,357 72 31151:15 7 5:`
, 7(1
17 :-• 91 3
IS :1 3 1
1 2 2
926:47 11
1 2 r 71
30,76 40 23 6 3' 331
9 7 137
5 0 5 1421)
8f4 3 111 12))
1 1 6 :1 1
62 50 63.17 :31 21
C
Grocery and Hardware St
ore.
HARDIN, KY.






126 All kinds 'of fresh goods




The republicans of the 
county
persuant to a call made fo
r a mass
convention to be held her
e, met
last Monday in the Tri
bune office.
and nominated W. S. 
Griffith and
for sheriff and •L
 H. Ford
county clerk. G. W. 
Locker, the
long 'tall handsome rep
ublimn of
and they all went away well pleas-
ed with their work.
It Was a little strange to a few
of the boys in blue why only two
nominations were made, but the
secret waft soon unfolded to them,
and they said, "old of eouree we
underatand it now.
Dibrazaser.
Birmingham, was made 
chairman 
We desire in announce through
and J. W. Cole secretary.
 After
several short impromptu 
speeches
characteristic of the republicans,
G. W. Locker and W. 
S. Grillithil
were put in nomination fO
r sheriff.
Mr. Locker said on accou
nt of ill
health it was impossible;
 for him
to accept the nomi
nation and
make such a canvass as 
should be
made and asked that his 
name be
withdrawn, which was don
e and
Mr. Griffith was at once 
declared
the nominee for sheriff. 
-Nomina-
tions for clerk were anno
unced in
order when the names o
f W.-H.
Fields of Briensburg an
d J. H.
Ford of Benton were 
put before
the convention as suitabl
e persons
for that position. Then 
the boys
began•to move and it w
as soon
seen that a lively contest
 was in
store. The chairman said
 that no
one was wanted., to vote
 except
members of the republica
n party
and that if any democrat
s or third
party nuen were present, 
to step
back and let a fair vote 
be taken
as between these candida
tes. This
was done and a division 
called for,
the vote counted and th
e result
announced as follows: F
ields 62,
Ford 74, total 136. Bef
ore the
vote was announced a mo
tion was
made declaring Mr. -J.
 Hardin
Ford the unanimous choi
ce of the
convention as the nomi
nee for
county court clerk. An 
attempt
was made ity Ernest Smith 
and J.
II. Barker to have the c
onvention
pledge itself to vote for the
 nomi-
nees of the third party 
according
to a previous arrangemen
t agreed
to between thefn. This 
was giving
too much away and 
they were




G. W. Locker made 
a good
epeach and an excellent p
residing
officer and pledged his
 eternal
fealty to the action of his 
party.,
This was the most respect
able
republican convention we 
have
ever seen here. It was c
omposed
of as good citizens as t
he county
can produce.
Enos Boswell, J. T. 
Barnett,




conspicuous figures in tha
t con-,
vention.
We noticed Mr. Ab Smit
h among
them, which was indeed a
 surprise
to a democrat.
Two better men could no
t '"have
been nominated' than Gr
iffith and
Ford. 
The republicans tried 
to hold
their convention in Odd 
Fellow's
hall but was afraid th
e fitter would
fall. Then they we
nt to Dr.
Stark's ball but it was 
not large
enough. The freedotn et' the Tri' lLottiavill
e, Ky.
bane office was tendere
d them,
Which they accepted 
and as a I Address Du
Bois 8c. Webb, 509
result a good convention 
was held !Fourth street, L
ouisville, Ky.
the coltinuis of the Tribinitk. tha
t
the ladies of Briensburg circui
t
will prepare dinner for the con-
vention to be held there next
Saturday. The dinner will be
served in Mrs. J. M. Mooney's
millinery store and will be for the
parsonage at Briensburg. Every-
body should patronize the lad
ies
and thereby do a good deed, be
-
sides getting a square meal at
 a
nominal sum.
Mrs. Ellie- Russell, the good wife
of Dr. Russell at Hutdin began a
school only a few days ago i
n
their new school house with -over
forty scholars. It has grown with
the interest until it now numbers
over 60 and still continues to im-
prove. She has a reputation of
being one of the best lady teach-
ers in the county and it is pre-
dicted that she will soon build
up an interest in the school at
Hardin the like which has never
been known.
We are inreceipt of a letter
from our young friend Hayes Hol-
land who is attending school at
Clinton Ky. He says there is a
fine school there and that he is do-




Furniture and Hardware store.
DEALER IN
Staple and Fancy Groceries,
Canned Goods
And evrything usually kept in
 a firsi; class gro-
cery store. He is located in t
he Wilson stand.
New goods and cheap goods. Cal
l and see him.
NONE BETTER: CALL FOR I
T.
The Benton Roller Mills.
These new mills are now compl
eted eiksi ready for business, and
we give the public a cordial inv
itation for its pail onage..
EXCFIANGE'PRICES.
We give 36 pounds of Flour
and 10 pounds of Bran for o
ne
bushel of good wheat.
Grind corn for the eighth-the
usual toll.
CASH PRICES.
Best flour, per barrel, t3.50
Next grade, " " 2.
50
Or, best at,2e per pound; lower
grade at 14c per pound. Bran The




ay, Thursday, Friday and 
Satuiday of
each week. Give us a I rial and we will
 treat you right. Reept.




From that old complaint when you
can be permanently cured by an
ELECTROPOISE
Others have been eured,  why nut y
ou?
Diseasf Cured Without Medicine
Not an electric belt or battery, but a
simple home treatment, which cau
ses ,




lerAsk your neighbor about it; if he




Nothing has ever received so
many testimonials from truetwo
r
thy person many of whom a
re
known to us.-Western Recorder
,
Louisville.
' The Blectropoise is a mys
tery
to me-almost a miracle.-(Eld
er,)
John I. Rodgers..
In one night the Electropoiee
relieved me of congestion o
f the
brain and vertigo-Rev. Geo. 
H.
Means, Covington, Ky.
A friend of mine was entire
ly
cured of opium habit with t
he
Electropoise.-Rev. W. W. Bince
,
Houstonville, Ky.
The Electropoise is a wonde
rful
Instrument, and it is more won
der-
ful as to how it does it. work, y
et






of the 'e lebrat- d "CA RV" 
Flit' and Burglar Proof Safe s. V
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250 to 266 ClItionatit St.




gua o tenure a. nets uni
t ...menet. an nen Memory. 1. 
- -
Po Ivor, Ileadischn, Wakef olnesn.
 Lost Manhood, Nlytt :Ay Eroistl
o.,
onsr.ati solos and I OEN Of pow
er In Gettornttert 0.,ats of el
ther
s, which I to Infirmity, C
onsomyttoo or Pao
 -by over exerttioli.Lr errors
. excessive ore f
ulant
vest Pocket Ivor box, • fer
ia. by mall WV.° a
site a arrlbaba asaramb
eeta cure or rclrood the "to
nt y. .
Ark for It, take no other. Wet
s for/rot bock t.. 
...4
44 tat', gran. wrapper. Andress N
EALVEIMMLIK VU.. htiootan
rale to Benton. Ky., by R. H. ETAR
KY. and by '.5, L MEN. lirostIt
tstn.
WANTED.
AlfEK. :  a 
/vT u You Landsyi.e
frnt,,j..Alo simples tree Add,,.. -




k.,* Question Blank awl Rook free. Call
or write DR. M. B. BUTTS,
sereman. 55. Louis, Mo.
10,000 Hogs
Saved in 1893 with B. K. Thomas'
Hog Powers and Stock food. The
only sure cure for cholera. No
cure, no pay. Sold in Marshall
county by
Barry & Stephens, Benton.
D M Fields & Son, Briensburg.
Aubrey Covington, Hardin.
C L Reeves, Iola.
W M Holland, Birmingham.
J H Ivey, Harvey.
W Starks & Son, Olive.
J B Cox & Bro., Calvert City.
M L Chestnut, Gil bertsville.
Cope Brothers, Glade.
Pace Brothers, Scale.
; Address the Tennessee and Ken-
tucky Land and Immigration LtoM-
pony incorporated for the purpose
of developing the agricultural re-
sources of Tennessee and Kentuc-
ky along the lines of the Paducah.,
Tennessee and Alabama and the
i Tennessee Midland railroads.
I. 0. WALKER, Gene al Manager,
Paris, Tennessee.
PITKIN C. WRIGHT Secretary,
20 Memphis, Tenn.
Many Persons
Arc broken down from tor erwort. or Lar.s
ehold
Care, Brown's Iron Bitters
reoutids the eretetn, (this 1 igeation, rcln,wel ex•
of bile, and cured maladn not die gemtii.DO.
^4
Chien way Free!.., •Forfr.,..... :al kinds try 'ole• 'Oast Saturday except at two orcilia hel' WEE3 held in th countyDotat ery boys, Ws over. : The taireet primary election
Hon J C Gila/eft was in thiS city' three places.
A . ,...a. r ‘3 ,..3fl 
MOMIZIN . / Buy your grocelies from Cole,
N PVI. $ g taieceeds like success be will save you money and give,
' and the Tribune. 







, A. uei $30 Sewing Machine wilt be given to the person or persons
buying *1 worth of groceries from my store and guessing the total
nuniber 'of grains of coffee iu two one-pound packages of Arbuckle's
coffee; If no person or pet eons guess the exact number of grains in
the to packages, ,then the person or persons guessing neareat to the
• number will be entitled to the machine.
Who Can Guess?
- E6.ry person who buys $1 worth of groceries between the hours
of 5 oadyek Mdaday morning March 5th, and 9 o'clock Monday night
APIA 30th, will he entitled to a guess, or a guess for each dollar's
i worth ipurchasedlaa (WP818 early and often. , Each and . every guess. ,
will bog recorded in a-register kept for that purpose. .
Theloh3eet in _Offering thiivgilate the lucky guesser is to advertise,
my buI ineasameas to acquaint and to convince the people of the fact
that I eil groceries cheaper than any other liette- in Marshall c unty.
The Guessing
Win oe conducted in a fair and square manner; no one knows
many grains of coffee these'two packages contain; noaone Will
until tile jrulgeri, appoint•ei for the purpose, open and. tount the on
the 30th day of May.
Coate and try us and get the best groceries for the 'east mon y in
Marshall county, end a chalice itt iris nice new €430 eetanja machi
CASH J• \Ai. C E, GROCER..
SE
GROCER. •OL




,,Mless,13otiorn Waterproof. Rest Shoe sold at the priCe.
$5, $4 and $3.50 Dress Shoe.Iequal rustoni se or k, cestmg Dom Dr
$3.50 Police Shoe, 3 Soles.Beni Walking Shoe ever" m tele
$2.50, and $2 Shoes,
Uneynalice at the price.
Boys $2 & $1.75 Scheer ShoesArc the hmt tor Service.
LADIES'
$3, $2.50 $2, $1.75
Rest Dongola,Stylish.Perreet
Fitting and Servieerable.Beire
in the world. All Styles.
Insist upon having W.L.
Douglas Shoes. /Sarno




DEALERS who push the' sale of W. L. Douglas Shoes gain customers,
which helps to increase the sales on theit full line of goods. They eau
affect to sell at a less profit, and we believe you can save money by buying all yourfootwear or the dealer advertised below. Catalogue tree upon application.




Steel plows, Uri Steel plows,
Champion Binders, and full line Agri-
etattiral Implements.'
Too much cannOt be said in favor of thesof goods. Apply to
10 GREEN & DYCIIS, Benton, Ky.
C DEE pre y
tel C. -el LiSw ought/. Crop. St.ro
2 mat, Huaracaasa, hoopmg Coosa end
Asthma. It: C.cnauthetioa it bee no rival;
has mired Shore/nide, and will cute TeeIf I
taUen in tf=e. Sold or DrilAalata cu a guar.
nstru. POr is Lame kleoZ or Cli-Rt, DSOLELLADONNA PLASTL8 2.71e.
e FiL.0 irSit.CATA R Ii
q REMEDY;
ave you tart This remedy Is gUa
teed to cute you. rrlea,fsilcta. Injector tree.
.1, at Lesion's Ortig set..
RUPTURES CURED!
26 Years, Experience In treating all veri-
ties of Rupture euablee la to guarantee a
positive cure. QtteetiCal Blank and 13008
tree. Call Or writs.
VOLTA-MEDICO APPLIANCE CO.,









.ek !Dead F;Ixte iltho
L., wii t ItUr.: qiiijke.cmis. C. e from
:yoa,- -rOse tIll. Hof:KS:if do
ett Derotielscaye ew York Cita s
field by It. 1-I. Starks,
DORjce5Ct-vt4 EitilLitNail11,1E111 „..
0HnE.a Aree tv--lu. ikeis ear Eeed ia foil
PINKtaM your trottgtst5, orPius. eon,: '
Sold by R. H. Starks.
rs-ANY LA Dy Can get a valuable secret
nv.t coe me taxa, and ruhhee shield tor Street.,
MRS. V. M. APP. CO.
FI:72PaNE STREFT, ST. 7,0114, -7sm.
x,A climb
is tome, or children that want betiding
Up, Should take
Lat0I7lallt IRON BITTERS.
Ills pleasant .e take, cures Malaria, Wipe
Seis.and Batmen vs. All dealer. keep It.
, Have yoiu heard how the elec-
tion wend Saturday.
Virginia sorghum best glade,
30ets. per gallon at ile's.
.11I out for the populist conven
• t next Saturday.
IlcEnve'i Vital OF Cast/hitt dist.
The buggy came front Pedticali
and to4Paducah it la t tamed.
('tiled and 'Fhots. P Cook
of Murray were in the city. Moti.
day.
drink . phos-ferron
Por that "after the election ; 
atfeeling". 
Cole's.
Young Jesse Gilbert and his
cousin Miss Willie May Eley vcre
hothe city Sunday.
The Tribune is a county paper.
and fights for what is right—is the




et the cheap at/ cent
trip to 'Paducah tointorow. Good
for 5 days to return. •
Don't forget "Beats the Woeld"
flour and. immeMber its only $3.25
at Cole's.
Wasn't it a rouser thought
machine.
This is the arai time we have
ever heerd it deutoerats corn-
plaing of too big a Note
in it pranary.
1487 Nadas want polled in the
primary laat Saturday. How is
this for bight Can our neighbor-
ing counties beat it?
It Tatiutes prolo_og tile
We predicted that democrats
woula :tt U big vote Sat-
1111Itly, bet when it comes to them
craiug, it is too bad.
Buy your groceries trout Cole,
he Wili save you money Mal give
you a guess at a $30 sewing
ins chine. with every dollars worth
bought.
Three brother-in- laws have been
defeated tor the nomination of
county court clerk in this county
in the past three days.
Wanted for cash—One or t wo
good young milk cows. Leave
price and description at this office
roaddress, B. T. Milliken. Pristoe
Ky. •
Tlionipson is now the happy
dad et' a fine girl baby. TheseThere tire twn things that are
very popular in this county—The 
happy moments in a man's life
overtake him sooner or later.
how Tribmie aud our new buggy.'
siele-woa. ti • • • Whin.
now A !dad:smith wanted au
salary. Apply to T. I. Itartsfi Id.
Scale, liya • '
Mrs. Josiah Woods has ot
been- well for some time, bu t is et I
very sick at present.
Call on T B Jolter% for all kids
of fresh meats, Ile sells chertaer
than any other house in town.
tfave you heard whether the
polls Me yet closed at Birming-
ham, Calvert City and Olive.
Wanted, 5,000 dyspeptice to
chew Van Culina Tropical Fruit
chewing gum.
It will be Nelson and Dupri et
Dees and GolieemBilro and Ro s,
at Briensburg next Saturday. .,
Phil Darnall is fixing to resin
his position as the postmaster at
Gladstone.
Rat t.,- rt I,,,• k'riendriN
Shoot the first democrat that
begins to kick about the last Sat-
urdays primary.
Chew Van Culins famous
Tropical Fruit, the perfection of
chewing gum.
Did our republican and third
party friends hear anything drop
last Sgturday.
We have always said the woods
were full of good democrats and
now we believe it. -
For all kinds of lamp chimneys
call at Lemon's drug store. He
has a new supply and will still
them at reasonable prices.
There is no gainsaying the feet
that democrats can't get out only
in pretty weather.
oeualltegaleuelanatout for Weak Nerreei,
— - 
Were there many democrats
remained at home last Saturday
On account of the weather.
The primary and republican
mass meeting came to near to-
gether for Dr. Finley to vote last
Saturday.
The Royal Insurance compauy
is doing the business for this
county. J. R. Lemon is the agent
and is familiar with the work. '
Say have you guessed at 'that
machine, Remember that every
time you buy $1 worth you get a
guess.
Did you know that W. H. Brian
of Paducah was in in the city
Monday after his now Tribune
buggy.
Why buy inferior flour When
you can get "Beats the World" tl e
very best flour made for only,
$3.25 at Cole's.
It is said there will be 1500
votes polled next Saturday in the
third party convention at Briens-
burg.
Tabu!. it cure It. ,w4h,:s.
R. G. Trees has built a neW
fenee around his lot near the mill
which grently adds to the appear,
anpe of that part of the illy.
If you decide to take Hood's
Sarsaparilla do not he induced to
buy any substitute article. Take
flood's and only Hood's.
The primary election is over,
and many a candidate is sick of it.
But the Bargains at Cole's are
never over, and you will neve]
get sick of them.
an,.1 THEDFORD'S BLACK•DRAUGHT are
for, raiit by the following merchants .1
Marshall county:
J. R. Lemon, Benton.
George Locker, Birmingham.
John M. Green tit Son, Brewer's Mill.
L. J. Gossett, Briensburg.
John Tichenor, Calvert City.
Some persons are crying out
l"dirt" in the Satm•aay primary.
l and all we have to say is that if"any dirt or wrong was committed
the catitlidates or populist or re-
publicans did it, because a demo-
crat do no wrong in our priutaries.
Captain Sweeney, IT al ,A San
Diego, Cal., says: Sitilohas catarrh
remedy is the lino meditate- I have
, ever fottnil that wottlil do MP ait,t,
good: Pried 50 emit P. Sold at
I Lemon's drug store
.tebli Lander of Calvert City
vita- in the ,'it' yesterday and
reports that the democrats are
still voting at hia precinct.
Quite a n ilni hen of CallOway
gentlemett say they want the Tri-
bune because it recognizes the
valuattle services of Conatassman
Stone. .
The grentesI by
the people for teeny years in
Emilio-1:y is lite secret ballot and
t stopping of the-sale of whiskey
on el eetitine &ye.
Wily can R. C. Boyd sell flour
cheaper than any other man on
the P. T.. & At Because be buys
in car load lots and pays cash.
He pays no interest, rent ,railroad
tax or Clerk hire. 17-6t
Who would have thought Only
a few short years ago that the
Tribune would, today, have a paid
up.eirculation of - over 1,000. It
has been phenomenal.
Some democrats seem to be
sore because tett many democrats
voted in the primary election.
Boys, don't be too weak, but don't
be disgusted aesuccess.
Shiloh's care, the great cough
and croup cure, is tor sale by us.
Pocket size containing twenty-five
doses, only 25 cents. Children
love. it. Sold at Lemon's drug
store.
A good joker is healthy. pees-
perbus and lucky. The guese
made by W. H. Brian of 1329 for
the buggy was nothing but a joke,
yet he got the buggy.
ear SLAelaliallaliT tea cures Cohatipatins.
R H Austin killed a wild goose
on yesterday which weighed 35
pounds, and it was '22 feet from
tip to tip. It is said it came from
Greenland's icy mountains.
We saw several persons voting
in the republican convention Mon-
day that had voted on Saturday
before in the democratic primary.
This as indeed exhilirating to a
man up a tree.
The victory we lost last year
has so aroused the democrats that
they have arisen in their might
and have put in large letters, the
"band writing on the wall."
_ 
lc loans Tabules : for torpid lice,
The old lady Gatlin, who has
been confined' to her bed with
sickness for some time, is still liv-
ing and is thought will soon get
well enough to be up again.
riicEiree's Wine of Cardul
 vaanswww.assansimbisiemindlilleiliniseitaiinger_
HERE AND THERE. N-P-... uum: tU,tSttOn - 1:111121eatt.
Vs later Wear, who has recently
been aseaciattel with the Item, has
returned to this city and is now
with the Tribute-. Be has many
friends here all of whom are glad
to welcome hint back.
Thet•o is no use for defeated
candidates to kick about what was
done in the primary for it is well
understood that all of them °did
all they could to be elected and
there is but one thing to do-,--Note
for the nominees.
ilucklet sArnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for
cuts, bruises, sores, ulcers, salt
rheum, fe vev sores, letter, chapped
hands, chilblains, omens, and all'
Skin eruptions, end positively
cures latex. or no pay required.
It is enareeteed to. gat e perfect
satisfaction or money refunded.
Price 25 cents per box. For sole
at remotes drug store. 19 ly
We don't want to hear any of
the defeated candidates proposing
to vote against the nominees be-
cause if we do we intend to put
their names eon record to show to
the people that. they did not lave
the party so well after all.
. Pour weeks by our method teaching
book-kjeping is equal to 12 weeks by
the old style. POSITIONS GUARANTEED
under certain conditions. 'Our "free" 50
and 80 page catalogues will explain "all."
Send for them—Draughon's Business
Collep and School of Shorthand and
Telegraphy,— Nashville, Tenn.
Cheats board, Ni, vacation. Enter
any titne. Address
J. V. DRAIJOHON, NRSIIVille, Tenn,
Mr. J. W Holland. of Burning-
him, who was recently appointed
to a let eine position has been
assigned to work near Memphis
Junetion in Warren county Ken-
tucky and in a private letter to us
says he is well pleased II ith his
position and work and that lie is
periectly delighted with the coun-
try in which he is -at present,
loca tea. •
MoNVO011y.itY, lUA 9A,
Octilier 13, 1893. -
About two yea] s sign I had a severe
spell of grip and was inthwed by my
relatives to try King's Royal Germetuer.
It seen retestthe grip. My general
health was bad and I continued its use
for a few weeks and my health was great-
ly improved by its use. It is a very fine
medicine for headaches. I know several
persons who have used it for various
diseases and they speak in highest praise
of its virtues. MRS. Geo. Tisnat.s.
The many friends of Judge Ben-
nett will be surprised to see him
in such 'excellent health. It has
been reported of late that his
health is very bad but in reality
he looks as well as he did twenty
years ago. He can walk and mix
about as well as a young man.
J. JaSwindell, one of the coun-
ty's old citizens, was in the city
the other day from his new home
in Farmington. He is the same
old Jim and still thinks he will
some time get married but we told
him we still entertain doubts but
we have known better men than
him to get Married and worse ones
to die in celibacy.
LOCKHART, TEXAS. 001`. 15, 1889.
ParisMedicine CO.
'Eer* Tenn.
Dear Sirs:—Ship us as soon as
possible two grass Grove's Taste-
less Chill Tonic. My customers
want Grove's Tasteless Chill Tonic
and will not have any other. In
our experience of over 20 years in
the drug business, we have never
sold any medicine which gave
such universal satisfaction.
Yours Respect,
J. S. BROWNE & CO.
It is understood that the officers
at Birminghamtranscended their
duty as democrats in permitting
republicans and third party men
to vote. If officers of our elec-
tion wish to cut a partisan figure
in electioneering for any particular
candidate they should always step
aside and let some one else hold
the power at the polls.
We have more confidence in the
honor and integrity of the few
third party and republican men
who voted in the democratic
primary last Saturday than to be-
lieve they were only trifling with
us. It would be too bad for them
to fool us, but .we have the con-
solation of knowing that we have
fooled them equally as often.
Guaranteed Oure:
, We authorize our advertised
'druggist to sell Dr. King's New
Discovery for consumption coughs
and colds, upon this condition. If
you are afflicted with a cough,
cold or any lung, throat or chest
trouble, and will. use this remedy
as directed, giving it is fair trial,
and experience no benefit, you
may reture the bottle and have
your menet° refunded. We could
I not make this offer did we not
know that Dr. King's New Dili-
! covery could be relied on. It
• t never disappoints. Trial bottles,
' fret at Lemon's drug More. Large
!size 50o and $1. 2
kaslisen a il.tif.toin for years
wit t. Ntr. ii toil Mrs. J. R. Lanipti
thal every year or t*o. the.t. .give
a stilt tier :lad invite all the widows'
in town 1 :await iti enjoying what-
ever they might find on the fable
and spend a day in rectal enjoy-
ment with each other The time
set for the occasion this year was
lsust 's ednesday, March the 7th,
1894, and it was on that day that '
our little tante was made free to
the eighteen "mothers in I S Tli PI "
as we all want to occasionally mil
them. -Just thittk of •eighteen
widows, allmumberad :Imola: the
beet. wonten Ill the town and coun-
try at one man's house at one time,
and all it] a good humor. Our
little household was happy and
we tried to make them so for they.
one Rattail were given the freedom
of the house and its premises for
their enjoyment for the time being.
Below we give the names of those
premed and their widowhood.
Mrs. Catherine Estes, aged 04
years, and 32 years a widow; Mrs.
Barth C. Brardoti. aged 73 years,
and 34 yeare widow; • Mart ha
Ford 73 year's old and 45 years ,a
widow; Mrs. G. B. Wilkinson 45
rears old and 12 years a Willow:
Mill. L. E. Dodd 52 years old awl
18 years a widow; Mrs. Bettie
Haltom 68 years old and four years
a widow; Mrs. Nancy H. Bearden
48 years old and 4 years a widaw;
Mrs. S. E. Staley 53 years old and
B17 years a widow; Mrs. ettis
Coleman 01) years old apt: 17 years
a widow; Mrs. J. A. Coapei• 73
years old and 5 years a widow;
Mrs N. J. Clark 62 years old mid
18 years a widow: Mrs. Mary
Smith 73 years old and 4 years a
widow; Mrs.Davie E. CookHey 39
rears old and 4 years a widow;
gMre. Anuilla WritSCIll 52 years old
and nine years it widow; Mrs. H.
Etheredge 56 years old and it
widows 16 years; Mrs Sarah E.
Parka 67 years old and a widow
31 years; Mrs. Margaret Larimer
56 years old anti a widow for five
yearn -Mrrt. Martha Thompson 71
years old and 23 years a widow.
NOTES.
There were four the Caine age,
being 73 yea] El old.
Urea Merilia Ford has been •
widow 45 years. This is a long
time to live a widow.
Mrs. Davie Cooksey was the
youngest one present, but. she says
she (Iona propose to live alone 45
years. She is right.
Out of this large iiiimber of
widows we did not hear one say
she wanted to marry.
Mrs. Wilkinson was the second
youngest widow. She saya she
frequently jokes about getting
married, but in fact is far front it.
One of the good sisters came
near getting away with a napkin,
but it was discoverect in thne to
save it
Another when BRUM her age
said she was 25, but she was over-
heard by a near companion and
made to correct it, when in reality
she was 67.
The nrimber of years lived a
widow by these 18 is exactly 300,
which is indeed a long time.
Wilson, Mrs. Strew and
Mrs. Nelson, three of our best
widowed friends have since the
last ineeting crossed the dark
river and are now resting on the
ether shore, but we hope not a
seat will be vacated by death at
their next coming together.
I am 85 years old and have used
about all of the Cough and Lung
remedies that have been sold dur-
ing my life; and fur the benefit of
the suffering, I will say that I have
never used any remedy equal to
Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey. It
gives quick and permanent relief
in grippe, as well as other coughs.
MRS. M. N. METCALFE,
217 N. Second, St,, Paducah.
Malarial produces weakness,
general' debility biliousness, loss
of appetite, ind igest ion and consti-
pation. Grove's Tasteless Chill
Tonic, reinn‘ es the Cause which
produces these trebles. Try it and
you will be delighted. 50 emits.
To get the GENUINE ask for
Grove's. Sold on its tnerits. NO
IMRE, NO PAY.
Dr. Thomas was again all smiles
the other day and upon inquiry
we soon learned the cause. His
beloved wile had only the night
before presented hint with a
bouncing gal baby. He is truly
in luck.
Strayed Or Stolen.
A tine black 'mare six or seven
years old was stray set or stolen
from H. H. Pierce Hear Big Sandy
in Beetou eoutity Tentiessee about
one week ago aud it is thought
she eame ii, Ibis direction iied at
peewit maybe in this part of the
county. She is la!, or 16 heeds
high 'heavy set and lit 'Mixed with
the Norman idoek. When she left
she had 011 a long pair of (theme on
her front feel, she is perfectly
black except perhaps a white spot
on one of her feet, she also has a
scar on her right forefoot. Any
infottnation givell II. II. Pierce
Adeline Tenn., will be thankfully
received.
GREAT MIISIO—OFFER.
Send us the names and addresses
of three or more peat:it-niers ou
the piano or organ fogetner with
eight cents iii postage and we will
mail you ens copy Popular Masic
Moethly, coutaining ten pieces,
full sheet music, consisting of pop-
ular songs, waltzes-, niarches, tic,





Circuit court .couvened here
'Monday with his- Honor Judge W.
8. Bishop on the bench end W.
la Bradshaw ill the circle. The
court has only so 'Sr orgauized the
jrtries and got every thieg in good
-mane. order. There will not be
a lag court at ;hie lerni as the
dot•ket is small and lift cases of
mate: importauce are set for trial
this court. Next week we wit
give more court lien's.
GRAND JUICY.
The following named gentlemen
and house keepers of Marshall
comity compose the grand jury et
the present term of court:
George W. Locker, foreman; t
H Pace, Dempsey Gay. T I Cole,
T W Holland, G W Lemon, Mor-
gan Cooper, Billey Smith, W C
Holland, M H Pitt and Eli Crowell.
PETIT JURY.
Elisha Litidsey, R M Clark,
Thos. Ross, D A Prorine, 4;'
Smith, James Oliver, D V Sims."
W L Houston, W H Ede-art:Wel
B MeGrigor, B F 'Johnson, L Ii
Cross, Sam * Hill, J W Nichols,
Ben Collie, J J Chambers, John _
W Henderson, Belay Griggs, Si'..
M Wntkins, J S Lindsey, J F
Baker, John W English, A A
Edwards, A B Darnall.
Quarterly Meeting.
Last Saturday and Sunday was
the quarterly meeting at this place.
It was presided over by Elder W.
A. Freeman of the Paris District.
He preached three or four excel-
lent sermons while here. He filled
the pulpit Sunday and Sunday
!light and preached to a good and
attentive congregation. We
always feel better after heariug
one of his good practical sermons,
He is one of our popular greachers
and is well beloved by all.
_
Cure Far BOadaahil.
As a remedy for all forma of
headaelie Electric Bitters has
proved to be Hie very best. It
effects a permanent caie and the
inner dreaded habitual sick head-
aehe vild to ast iutluettee. We
urge MI who are afflicted to pro-
cure a Waite: and give lhlisreaietly
a fair ti ial. In mites of habitual
email ipation Electric Bit-ter + curds
by giving the nestled tout) to th
bowel., and few eases long TP8'.
lile !tea lif fhb: znedieine. Tryr i
once. Large leittles may ft
(-ems at Lemon's drug store, 2
Grove's Tasteless Chill Tonic, is
a perfect malarial liver tonic and
blood purifier. Removes bilio aa
nese without purgiog. As pleasitat
as lemon syrup. It is as large es
any dollar tonic and retails for
50c. To get the GENUINE, ask air
Grove's. Sold on its merits no
CURE NO PAY.
A Sad Accident.
Last Friday Mr. Robert .Nel. le,
a brother of our feHow citizen al.
C. Noble and a resident of Pviin-
call was out at Calvert City or 3
hunt and while out hunting set Iris
gull down by a log, but when lie
took it up it was accidently dt. -
charged and two heavy loads of
shot was sent crushing through
his right arm cutting it entirely off.
This was a terrible accident tied
aeir. Noble has the sympathy of
hie many friends in this county in
this the sadest accident of his life.
• You run no risk. AllDruggiste
guarantee Grove's Taetelese Chill
Tonic to do all that the manufact-
urers-claim for it.
Warranted NO CURE. NO PAY.
rhere are many imitations, to get
the GENUINE ask for GroNao.
Notice.
I will on the second Tuesday in.
May 1894 proceed to prorata'..the
asset!' in my hands of the estate of
J. C. 'Cable, Jr. l II the creditors
are requested to file claims with
me or J. K. Boudnrant at Paducah
or they wilt be Warred. Claims
must be filed accoreling to law. I
will be there on tyat day.
4t E.,CoT, Assignee.
To Paduoie‘ To-morrow.
Remember the Collins Excursion
from here to' Paducah tomorrow.'
Only 50 gents for return trip
ticket, good for five days.
/Consumption.
The most to be dreaded of all
diseases often begins in a simple
cols simply neglected. No ,cough
sh nld be allowed to ran a single
d y without using tile finest
medy in the world, Dr. lisle's
Houriehold Cough Cure. It acts
like magic:. strengthens He. Inns
allaying all irritation awl cures a
cough where all other remedies
fail. 25 tied 50 cents per bottle at
.1. R. jannan's drug store. 4
PADUCAH,
Lumber Sash, Doors, Blinds, Stone
FRONTS, SHINGLES, MOULDINGS, ETC.
Hard Wood Finish A Specialty.
We also buy all kinds Lumber and are alwa
ys in the market for
same. The people of Marshall and adjoining c
ounties are invited • to
call on us before piacing orders elsewhere. 
.
113 ly THE w
r“,scal LUMBER CO.
The ! Smith Business College
Where is taught Single and Double Entry Bo
ok-Keeping, Penman-
ship, Grammar, Business Arithmetic, Commissi
on, Banking, Cotnmer
cial Law, Correspondence and General Busin
ess Usage.
For catalogue containing full information, ad
dress •
JNO. D. SMITH, Jr.,






FINE WATCH AND JEWELRY REPAI
R; VI, SPECIALTY.
Cor. Broadway & Third
Paducah, - - Kentucky.
TREAS at WILSON










HAVE YOU A TIRED FEELING
LIME OR NO APPETITE,
NOTHING TASTES RIGHT TO YOU?
If an buy a 50 cent bottle of LEMON
 CHILL
TONIC and see what a change it will
 make.
This Tonic is not only the Sures
t Remedy for
Chills, but as a Blood Purifier an
d Appetiser is







Colleges. They give a passport to busine
ss and success. Catalogue free
Enos Spencer, Pres't, F. Rich, Bec'






 Itoatnesa Tralutng. Book-Keeping and 
Shorthand





AND REAL ESTATE AGENTe
G. VV. RILEY
Vine Irr y. strict Teersraeassc
are wtruitiarciiisa
mg amnia OttlCdi Ege,or
Toilass.ofccr, Clga,ra, Etc.
Ed. Taylor Whiskey,
The first kept here ginee the days of
 Alex Nelson.
Baker's Rye Whiskey,
Pure and mellow, 11, years old.




General Merchandise, Dry Goods,
HATS, CAPS, BOOTS, SHOES Anil GROCE
RIES.
ueenaware, Glasawnre, Crockery, Books, 
Statiouety aud School
Ektoplies, Cigars and Tobaccos, Family Medic
ines and
erything usually kept in it first-class store. ,
HARDIN, - KY.
W WiLsost, Pres. LLOYD T
 WILSON, Sec & Veal{
Benton, Ky. E F
 BYNG, Supt.
The Wilson Lumber Co.,
2IS-.234 SOOT if SECOND STREET,
Delays Partxotts
, The loaner he exatikoi ia forti-
fied from disease ths more certain
lathe result. Do net wait until your
hogi are past treatment, lint feed





JUL. IS' ORPrCANTILE 
ASENGY.
-57-‘ 1T*
Hog & Poultry Remedy.
(Used successfully 15 years.)
Will arrest disease, prevent *lie.
Call, axpal worms, atop cough, in-
craass dash and hasten maturity.
PRICES—$2.50, $1.25 and 50e
per package; twenty-tics jinind
ditn for $12.50.. The largest Dwelc•
ages are this chemical.
FOR SALE BY
J. W. Cole, Benton, Ky.
re- 2. N k for testimonial.'
1111-41ouoLoo-r," a pail) ph le t
On swine, will bewailed to ally ad-
dress on receipt of a 2e stamp.




Ma unfactuters and 
,;‘T,;°T.'.4,:',"'=',7,t4=11`,!•'`ir P'7.1
f ,T,11'‘,.... ot write. rift:WARD IN'STIftig.,,










CURS i,:ailFttIG NT Mit
M•011.1102.ffir glr.46,14.
1
A sur:: CEETA 7..1
hro, for IS•serre es Um BEST
rl; Y „FT:a is L RS.
Pr, r,1 (I'):. 5591 ( a.. ey. 1.0515
Mississippi •Valley Route
I•wwort N•ws & Miss. 'Valley
oulsville, Evansville, Cinc:tuu.
And all points Haat.
—TO—
Memphis, Vicksburg, N. Or!eiiii
And all points South.
—TO—
ST. LOUIS, CAIRO, CIIICAGf
And all points North & West.
Connecting at Memphis witl
through trains to all
points in
Arkanlas and . Teic•ts
Rates, tickets and all information
will furnished on application to
your nearest ticket agent.
L. F. DAY, T. B. LYNCH,
Traffic Man. .A.ss't Gen Pass Agi
LoUISVI LI. SS SLY.PENCERI
W.-H. Fleming has refitted his gallery
and is now prepared to do first-ela s
work at the followinepriees:
. 1 CABINET SIZE, - *2-90 Per Dozen
CARD 175 Per Doz
en





Drugs Medicines Paints, Oils. 'Varnish
es Etc
Groceries Hardware Queensware, Stationay 
Notions
FLOUR, BACON. LARD AND MEAL IN ST
OCK
At the 'Lowest Cash Prices!
BENTON. - KENTUCKY.
AGENTS
LIFE AND FIRE INSURANCE.




AND COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
BENTON. KY
.11.••••••••••••••
Will practice in all Hit courts of
the State. Special attention will
be given to collections.
FINE SHOW OASES:
alir Ask fur catalogue
TERRY M'F'G CO., NASHVILLE, TENN.
M.Eis rein) ution to part Witlilifel
before he 'Consented to what he re-
garded am his daughter's dishonor.
He was sitting alone one evening
pondering deeply over his trouble
s.
and rearchring vainly for some way 
out
of them. That morning, had 
shown
the figure a upon the wall o
f his
house, and the nest day would be th
e
last of the allotted time. What wa
s
to haPpen then? All manner of vague
and terrible fancies filled his imagin
a-
tion. And his daughter—what was to
become of her after he was gone?
10W. 
Was there no escape from the invisi-
1 
ble network Which was drawn a
ll
round them? Ile sank his bead upon
the table and sobbed at the thought 
of
his own impotence.
What was that? In the silence 
he
O them, •avhsii ss. .1,1 r
heard a gentle scratching sound
—low.
ns you. you eat) eo a.. but 
but very distinct, in the quiet of t
he
"Don't you scare yourself." lie an- the , I 
don't want to .ss. face • 
night It came from the door of t
he
swered, drawing her toshim, and pass- in." • 
ho . errier cre-rat into the hal
l and
lag his broad, rough hand caressingly e 
two young :ilorm ,tar,-'.l 
Mitered: intently. These was a pau
se
over her chestnut hair. "We'll fix it m In
 amazement In their eyes'ti for a tow mom
ents. and then the low,
up somehow or another. You don't find1 competition 
between them for Cm insidloak sound was re
peated. Some
your fancy kind o' lessening for tIk niaiden
's hand was the ti gisst el one was evidentl
y tapping very gently
chap, do you?" honors both to 
her and her ! • ,her. upon one of the panels of 
the door.
A sob and a squeeac of his hand -ere "Th
ere are two nays tea of the Was It some 
midnight assassin who
her only answer. room," cri
ed Ferrier: "there is the !lour. had come to carry o
ut the murderous
"No; of course not. I shout 't care a
nd there is the window. Which do order of the se
cret tribunal? Or was
to hear you say you did. He' 
it some agent who was marking 
up
a likely you care to use?"
lad, and he's a Christina w eh ismore H
ie brown face looked so savage, that the last day
 of grace had arrived?
than these folk here. in spite o all his
 gaunt hands so threatening, that John Ferrier fel
t that instant death
their praying and preaehing. There's his 
visitors sprang to their feet and would be better 
than the suspense
a party starting for NeAda to-morrow. beat a 
hurried retreat. The old farmer which shook his nerves 
and chilled his
and I'll manage to send him a message fol
lowed them to the door. heart. Spring
ing forward,' he 'drew the
letting him know the hole we are in. "Let
 me know when 'you Lave bolt and threw th
e door open.
Iii know anythi o' that yowls man, 
settled which it Is to be," he said Outside all 
was calm and quiet The
he'll be back re with a speed th
at sardonically. night 
was fine. and the stars were
would whip electro-telegraphs." 
twinkling brightly overhead. The
Lucy laughed through her tears at 
little front garden lay before the
her father's description. • 
farmer's eyes, hounded by the fence
"Whashe comes, he will advise us
for the best. But it is for you that I 
and gate: but neither there nor t
he
road was any human being to be seen.
• am frightened, dear. One hears—one 
With a sigh of relief Ferrier looked to
hears such dreadful stories about those 
right and to left, until happening to
• who oppose the Orel:diet; something 
glance straight down at his own feet
terrible always happens to them.". 
he saw to his astonishment a man lying
"But we haven't opposed hini yet," 
flat upon his face upon the ground,
her father answered. "It will be time 
with arms and legs all asprawl.
to look out for squalls when we d
o. So u
nnerved was he at the sight
We have a clear .month before uss at 
that he leaned up against the wall with
the end of that, I guess we had 
bast his hand to
 his throat to stifle his in-
. 
clination to call out. His first thought
skin out of Utah."
"Leave Utah?" 
was that the prostrate figure was that
"That's about the size 'of it." 
orseme wounded or dying man, but as
"But the farm?" 
he watched it he saw it writhe along
"We will raise as much as we' ea n in 
the ground and into the hall with the
money and let the rest go. To the 
rapidity and noiselessness of a serpent.
truth, Lucy, it isn't the first tIms I 
Once Within the house the man sprang
hays thought of doing it. I don't t!.. I. • 
to his feet, closed the door and re-
about knuckling under to any mb is as 
vealed to the astonished farmer the
these folk do to their darned prophet. 
fierce and resolute expression of Jeffer-
I'm a free-born' American. and its all wn 
Hope.
new to me. Guess I'm too old to learn. 
"Good God!" gasped John Ferrier.
U he mimes browsing about this farm. 
"How you scared me! Whatever made
he might chance to run up against a 
you come in like that?"
charge of buckshot traveling in thong 
"Give me food," the other said,
posite direction." 
hoarsely "I have had no time for bi
te
"But they won't let us leave." his
 or sup f
or eight-and-forty hours." He
daugher objected. • 
flung himself upon the cold meat and
"Wait till Jefferson comes, and we'll 
bread which were still lying upon the
soon manage that. In the meantime, 
table from his hosts supper, and de-
don't you fret yourself, my dearie. and 
voured It voraciously. "Does Lucy
don't get your eyes swelled up. else 
bear up well?" he asked, when he had
he'll be walking into me when he sees 
satisfied his hunger.
you. There's nothing to be afeard 
"Yes. She does not know the dais-
John Ferrier uttered these cousoling
about, and there's no danger at all." 
ger," her father answered.
"That iawell. The house is watched
remarks in a very confident tone, but 
on every side. That is why I crawled
she could not help observing that he 
my way up to it. They may be darned
paid unusual care to the fastening of 
sharp, but they're not quite sharp
the doors that night, and that he care- 
enough toleatch a Washoe hunter."
fully cleaned and loaded the rusty old 
John Ferrier felt a different man
shotgun which hung upon the wall of 
now that be realized that he had a de-
his bedroom. , • 
voted ally. He seized the young man's
leathery hand and wrung it cordiall
y.
"You're a man to be proud of," he said.
"There are not many who wouldspo
me
to share our danger and our troubles."
"You've hit it there, pard," the young
hunter answered. "I have a respect
for you, but if you were alone in th
is
business I'd think twice before I put
my head into such a hornets' nest.
It's Lucy that brings me here, and be-
fore harm comes on her I guess there
will be one less o' the Hope family in
,Utah."
"What are we to do?"
"To-morrow is your last day, and un-
less you act to-night you are lost. I
have a mule and two horses waiting 
in
the Eagle ravine. How much money.
have you?"
•'Two thousand dollars in gold, and
five in notes."
"That will do. I have as much more tc
add to it. We must push for Carson City
through the mountains. You had best
wake Lucy. It is as well that the serv-
ants do not sleep in the house."
While Ferrier was absent preparing
his daughter for theppproaching jour-
ney, Jefferson Hope packed all the eat.
ables that he could find into a small
parcel, and filled a stoneware jar wi
th
water, for he knew by experience that
the mountain wells were few and far
between. Ile had hardly completed
his arrapgements before the farmer re.
turned with his daughter all dressed
and ready for a start.' The greeting
between the lovers was warm but brief,
for minutes were precious, and the
re
was much to be done.
"We must make our start at once,"
said Jefferson Hope, speaking in a low
bat resolute voice, like one who
r -al i.ms the greatness of the peril, b
ut
his steeled his heart to meet it. "The
front and back entrances are watche
d,
but with caution we may get away
through the side window and across
the fields. Once on the road, we are
only two miles from the ravine where
the horses are waiting. By daybreak
we should be half way through the
mountains."
"What if we are stopped?' asked
Ferfier.
!lope slapped the revolver butt which
protruded from the front of his tunic.
••If they are too many for us we shall
take two.or three of them with us." he
said with a sinister smile.
The lights inside the house had all
been extinguished, and 'from the dark-
ened window Ferrier peered over the
fields which had been his own, and
which he was now about to aban-
don forever. Ile had long nerved him-
self to the sacrifice, however, and the
thought of the honor and happiness
of his daughter outweighed any regret
at his ruined fortunes. All looked se
mow OCinfa.1111 ZZaCt.,i
"I could not help if," she said, in an- pa-ni Ilia etrs of .
swer to his look. "His voice rang "Look fere," 
lie
through the house. 0 father. father, ing
 up
what shall we do?" , • su
CHAPTER IV
A FLIGFIT Pon tint
On the morning which followed his
Interview with the Mormon prophet.
John Ferrier went into Salt Lake City,
and having found his acquaintance,
who was bound for the Nevada moun-
tains, he intrusted him with his mew
sage to Jefferson Hope. In it he told
the young man of the imminent dan-
ger which threatened them, and how -
necessary it was that he should return.
Having done thus, he felt easier in his
mind, and returned home with a light-
er heart.
As he approached his farm, he was
surprised to see a horse hitched to
each of the posts of the gate. Still
more surprised was he on entering to
find two young inen in possession of
his sitting-room, 'fine. with a long,
pale face, was leaning back in the
rocking-chair, with his feet cocked
upon the stove/ The other, a bull-
necked youth with coarse, bloated few
tures, was standing in front of the'
window with his hands in his pockets,
whistling a popular hymn. Both of
them nodded to Ferrier as he entered,
and the one in the rocking-chair cons
tnenced the conversation.
"Maybe you don't know us," he said.
"This here is the SOD of Elder Drebber,
and I'm Joseph Stangereon, who trav-
eled with you in the desert when the
Lord stretched out His hand and gath.
ered you into the true fold."
"As He will all the nations in Ills
own good time," said the other, in a
nasal voice; "He grindeth slowly but
exceeding small."
John Ferrier bowel coldly. Ile had
guessed who his visitors were:
"We have come," continued Stanger.
son, "at the advice of our fathers, to
solicit the hand of your daughter for
whichever of us may seem good to you
and to her. As I have but four wives
and Brother Drebber here has seven. it
appears to me that my claim is the
stronger one."
"Nay, nay, Brother Stangerson."
cried the other; "the question is not
how many wives we have, but how
many we can keep. My father has
now given over his mills to me, and I
am the richer man."
"But my prospects are better," said
the other, *firmly. "When the Lord
"TIME ABE.TWO WAYS OUT
 OF THE
Room," CRIED FERRIER.
removes my father, I shall have h
is
tanning-yard and his leather factor
y.
Then I am your elder, aed am high
er
In the church."
"It will be for the maiden to decide,"
rejoined young Drebber, smirking ,
at
his own reflection in the glass. "W
e
will leave it all to her derision."
During this dialogue, John Ferrier
had stood fuming in the doorway.




"You shall smart for this!" Stanger'
eon cried, white with rage. "Yo
u
have defied the prophet and the coun-
cil of four. You shall rue it to the end
of your stage."
"The hand of the Lord shall be
heavy upon you," cried young Dreb-
ber; "He will arise and smite you!"
"Then I'll start the smiting," es-
claimed Ferrier furiously, and wohld
have rushed upstairs for his gun h
ad
not Lucy seized him by the arm a
nd
restrained him. Before he ccu
ld
escape from her, the clatter of horse
's
hooftstold him that they were beyond
his reach.
"The young canting rascals!" he ex-
claimed, wiping the perspiration from
his forehead. "I would sooner see you
in your grave, my girl, than the wife of
either of them."
"Aqd so should I, father." she an-
swered, with spirit; "but Jefferson
will soon be here."-
"Yes. It will not be long before he
comes. The sooner the better, for we
do not know what their next move
may be"
It was, indeed, high time that some
one capable of giving advice and he
lp
should come to the aid of the stur
dy
old farmer and his adopted daughte
r
In the whole history of the settleme
nt
there had never been such a case of
rank disobedience to the authority of
the elders. If minor errors were pun-
ished so sternly, what; would be the
fate of this arch rebel? Ferrier knew
that his wealth and position would be
of no avail to him. Others as well
known and as rich as himself bad been
spirited away before now, and their
goods given over to the church. Ile
was a brave map, but he trembled at
the- vague, shadowy terrors which
hung over him. Any known danger he
Could face with a firm lip, but this su
s-
pense was unnerving. He concealed
his fears from his daughter, howeve
r,
and affected to make light of the who
le
matter, though she, with the keen eye
of love, saw plainly that he was ill at
ease.
He expected that he would receive
some message or remonstrance from
Young as to his conducts and he was
not mistaken, though it came in
an unlooked-for manner. Upon rising
next morning he found, to his suss
prise, a small square of paper pinned
on to the coverlet of his bed, just over
his chest. On it was printed in bold,
straggling letters:
“TWENTY-NINE MAYS ARE GIVE
N YOU
FOB AMENDMENT, AND TIEEN—"
The dash was more fear-inspiring
than any threat could have been.
How this warning came into his room
puzzled John Ferrier sorely, for his
servants slept in an outhouse, and she
doors and windows had all been se-
cured. lie crumpled the paper up and
said nothing to his daughter. but the
incident struck a chill into his heart.
The twenty-nine days were evidently
the balance of the month which Young
had promised. What strength Or cour
age could avail against an enemy
armed with such mysterious powersi
The hand which fastened that pin
might have struck him to the heart
and he could never have known who
had slain him.
Still more shaken was he next morn-
ing. They had sat down to their
breakfast when Lucy. with a cry of
surprise, pointed upward. In the cen-
ter of the ceiling was scrawled, wit a
burned stick, apparently, the rranam
28.. To his daughter it was unin-
telligible. anti he di I not enli satces
her. That night he sat up with It's
gun and kept watch and ward. Ile
saw and heard Clothing. and get in the
morning a great 27 had been painted
twon the outside of his door.
Thus day followed day; and as sure
as morning came he found that his un-
seen enemies had kept their register,
and had marked up in some conspieu-
ous position how many days were still
left to him out of the month of grace.
Sometimes the fatal numbers appeared
upon the walls, sometimes upon the
floors; occasionally they were on small
placards stuck upon the garden-gate
or the railings. With all his vigilance
John Ferrier could not discover whence
these daily warnings proceeded. A
horror, which was almost supersti-
tious, came upon him at the sight of
them. He became haggard and rest-
less, and his eyes had the troubled
look of some haunted creature. Ile
had but one hope in life now, and that
was for the arrival of the young hunter
from Nevada.,
Twenty had changed to fifteen, and
fifteen to ten; but there was no news
of the absentee. One by one the num-
bers dwindled down, and still there
came no sign of him. Whenever a
horseman clattered down the road or a
driver shouted at his team, the old
farmer hurried to the gate, thinking
that help had arrived at last. At last,
when he saw five give way to four and
that again to three, he lost heart, and
abandoned all hope of escape. Single-
handed, and with his limited klowledge
of the mountains which surrounded the
settlement, he knew that lie was pow.
less.: The more frequented roads were
strictly watched and guarded, and
none could pass along them without
an order from the counciL Turn which
gerifefi ,
came to the gap fra.ea s • . • ; , the'
cornfield. They ha I ja this'
point when the young • I his
two companions and tiragg'ed them
down into the shadow, where the) lay
silent and trembling.
It was as well that his prairie -traip•
ing bad given Jefferson Hone the ears
of a lynx lie and Ins friends h
ad
hardly creeched down before the me
t.
ancholy hooting of .a mountain o
wl
was heard within a few yards of 
them.
which was immediately answered 
by
another hoot at a small distance 
At
the same moment a vague. sha
dowy
figure emerged from the gap for 
which
they had been making. and uttered t
he
plaintive signal cry again on which a
second man appeared out of the ob-
scurity
"To;morrow at midnight.- eaidi the'
first, who appeared to be in authority.
"When the whippoorwill calls throe.
times."
"ft Is well." returned the other.
"Shall I tell Brother Orebber?"
"l'ass It on to him, and from him to
the others. Nine to seven!"
"Seven-to five!" repeated the other,
and the two figures flitted away in
different directions Their concluding
words had evidently been some form of
sign itnd countersign. The instant
that their footsteps had died away 
in
the distance, Jefferson Llope spr
ang to
his feet, and, helping his compa
nions
through the gap, led the way acro
ss
the fields at full speed, supportin
g and
half-carrying the girl when h
er
strength appeared to fail her.
"Hurry on! hurry on!" he gasped
from time to time. "We are through
the line of sentinels. Everything de-
pends on speed. Hurry on!"
Once on the high-road they made
rapid progress. Only once did they
meet anyone, and then they managed to
slip into a field and so avoid recogni-
tion. Before reaching the town the
bunter branched away into a rugged
and narrow footpath which led to the
mountains. Two dark, jagged peaks
loomed above them through the dark-
ness, and the defile which led between
them was the Eagle canyon in which
the horses were awaiting them. With
unerring instinct Jefferson Hope
picked his way among the great
bowlders and along the bed of a dried-
up water-course, until he came to the
retired corner, screened with rocks,
where the faithful animals had been
picketed. The girl was placed upon
the mule, and old Ferrier upon one of
the horses, with his money-bag, while
Jefferson Hope led the other along the
precipitous and dangerous paths.
It was a bewildering route for any.
• who was not aceustomed to face
Nature in her wildest moods. On the
one side a great crag towered up -a
thousand feet or more, black, stern and
menacing, with long basaltic columns
upon its rugged surface like the ribs
of- some petrified monster. On the,
other hand a wild chaos of bowlders
and debris Male all advance impossi-
bk. Between the two ran the irregu-
liP track, so narrow in places that
they had to travel in Indian file, and so
rough that only practiced riders could
have traversed it at all Yet, in, spite
of all dangers and difficulties, the hearts
of the fugitives were light within them,
for every step increased the distance
between them and the terrible despot-
ism from which they were flying.
They soon had a proof, however,
that they were still in the jurisdiction
of the Saints. They had reached the
very wildest and most desolate portion
of the pass when the girl gave •
startled cry and pointed upward. On,
a rock which overlooked the track,
showing out dark 'and plain against
the sky, there stood a solitary sentinel.
He saw them as aeon as they perceived
him, and his military challenge of
"Who goes there?" rang through the
silent ravine.
"Travelers for Nevada," said Jef-
ferson Hope. with his hand upon the
rifle which hung by his saddle.
They could see the lonely watches
fingering his gun, and peering down
at them as if dissatisfied with their r
e
ply.
"By whose permission?" he asked.
"The Holy Four," answered Ferrier.
His Mormon experiences had t
aught
him that that was the highest atith ari
 ty
to which he could refer. -
"Nine from seven," cried the scup-
nel.
"Seven frora aye,- returned .1e7er-
son Hope promptly, rememberin:
; thus
countersign which he haft heard '11 t
he
garden.
"Pas% anti the Lord pi with
said the voice frost above. 
lIar ad
this post the path broadened oni
 nail
the horses were able to break 
ire,, a
trot. Looking hack, they cosi.) 
e
the solitary watcher leaning 
s
gun, and knew that they had 
'
the outlying post of l•.! eh
!:
said that fr.,lora l!. 
r.• ,





That Tired Feeling —Severe
Headaches, No Appetite_
Six Bottles of Hood's Sarsaparilla
Bring Back New Life.
"C.C. ilood &Co., Lowell, Hass.:
"Dear Sirs: — Before using Hood's &Wave,
peaceful and happy, the rustling 
trees 1 'ilia I was frequently sick and did not know
I
what was the matter with me. One day I would
and the broad., silent stretch of grain- Rest, tired I could hardly stand, the next I
land, that it was difficult to realize I would have a severe headache and as on. not
that the spirit of murder lurked . knowing what 
the nest day would bring forth.
through it alL Yet the white face and 
I did not have.any appetite and
set expression of the young hunter 
Was Greatly Run Down.
, showed that in his approach to the t I trie
d a good many medicines but they did me
house he had seen enongt to satmt ,
 no good. Having heard a great deal about
him upon that head. 
Hood's Sarsaparilla I decided to try a bottle. I
Hope had the scanty,
Ferrier carried the bag of gold and
notes. Jefferson Hood's CuresViri
provisions and water, while Lucy had nfe,fellamt 
1,,eettne.r. eIvehrsiveitils.ow
the small bundle containing a few of uamsedglsaidx roattalye slasnood
her more valued possessions. Opening been of great 
benefit to me as I have regained
the window very slowly and carefully, air
 Mien(' ars'
they waited until a dark cloud had 
Now EnJoy Good Health.
somewhat obscured the night and I 
can suongly reelnun:Illudmorlroeo.:isaoSal.rsan narilla
then one by oae passed through into tar al'isTill,V„h„la
VcCdtelus." NI: SvmoNa,
way he would, there appeared to be no-
 the little garden. With bated breath A' " 
avoiding the blow which hung over' and crouching figures they s
tumbled Hood's Rills a
ct easily, yet promptly saa
him, Yet thgold man never wavered 1 across it and 
gained the shelter_ .of_the I 








in his comfortable studio
and watched the sputter,
lug embers in the open
fireplace. His giant fig-
ure looked as if it had
been thrown into the lux-
urious-arm chair, so ut-
terly regardless of grace
was his attitude. His chin rested
heavily on the closed knuckles of his
left hand. His huge legs were crossed
in an unceremonious fashion. His
brow was clouded with heavy wrinkles
that bespoke thoughts of an unquiet
nature.
Claude was an artist, in fair, almost
affluent, circumstances. He may be
said to have been born with the pro-
verbial silver spoon in his mouth, for
his parents were wealthy and, he was
an only son, but, though the scion of
a rich family, the young man had an
Inherent spirit'of independence which
urged him, after leaving college, to
adopt Some profession as a means of
earning his own living. His natural
talents leaned towards art, and after
taking some preliminary lessons in
drawing and painting, from a local
teacher, he betook himself abroad and
studied for several years in Paris, Vi-
enna and Florence.
He was an apt scholar and soon
made a name for himself in European
art circles as an adept with the pen-
cil and brush. Magazine publisher 
sought his work eagerly, and hi 
paintings had a great demand and a 
high prices. So when Claude returned
home to America in the summer o
'92 his fame had already preceded him 
and society in New York prepared t 
lionize, in bec,omilig style, the youn 
artist of whom the European critic 
had spoken so highly.
Ma Remington would have been 
very popular young man had he al
lowed himself to become go, but 
flattery and fawning were distasteful t 
him, and when he found that the
fashionable sets in town wire bent on
making a social lion of him he imme-
diately sought retirement, and could
rarely be induced to leave his own
sumptuous apartments up town. Even
the most influential members of soci-
ety failed to draw him from his seclu-
sion. Politely, but firmly, he declined
all invitations to dinnets, receptions
and garden parties, until the higher
circles of society began to think them-
selves snubbed and concluded that the
famoua Mr. Remington must be some-
thing of a crank.
There were a chosen few of his inti-
mate friepds,- however, who knew the
cause of Claude's dislike for gaiety.
Rumore had been wafted over the At-
lantic which brought a whisper of ro-
mance in them—the romance of an
artist's love for a beautiful American
girl whom he had met in one of his
Alpine tours. The story took a vague
shape, in fact several shapes: one had
It that Claude was already married to
'She fair unknown but for certain fam-
ily reasons they would not live to-
gether for a year or so. Another rea-
son was that the girl's parents were
opposed to her alliance with Claude,
but on what account was not stated.
One thing, however, seemed certain,
and that was the young artist
was deeply in love, and his ro-
mantic disposition was such that he
silently fretted over the absence of
the object of his affections. 
1.1.4to.
I said Constance was In Nice. I was rola.
taken, she la here!
He certainly did not look a veryfiaz
young man as he half sat, half lounged
there in the somber glow of the fire,
moodily gazing into the dull fiery
glare of the coals as if he Were study-
ifarsome abstract problem in which
the fire grate was concerned.
Presently he arose and shook him-
self like a huge retriever after a.
plunge in the water. His tall, macs-
sively built figure was the very pic-
ture of an athlete, and denoted grea 
physical strength, but close study o 
his face discovered almost a feminin 
beauty in the sweet sadness of its ex
pression and contour. The eyes and
the lines of the mouth had a look o 
axed resignation to the inevitable.
It Nati with a deep drawn sigh tha 
he took from the mantel a long Ger
man pipe—his companion in many 
sketching ramble in the south o 
Europe. He filled the meerschaum
bowl mechanically with some choice
Turkish tobacco and leisurely applied
a match to the weed. •Almost with
affection he handled that pipe, and a.
more satisfied look crept into his eyes
as he watched the blue smoke curl in
circles from the bowl and ascend to
the ceiling like the azure clouds that
float over the faraway Mediteranneau.
For fully ten min-
utes Claude smoked
on in silence, then
he laid aside his pipe
and turned to his
easel, on which rest,
ed the half finished
portrait of a young
girl It was the pic-
ture of a maiden of
eighteen or twenty,
dressed in white and
with just a single rosebtid 
at her throat. On her head 
was a simple straw hat, 
and in her uplifted right 
hand a bunch of wild 
grapes which she had evi
dently just plucked from a
vine that drooped above
her. Her dark eyes spark-
led with fun and her lips
were parted in a merry
smile that seemed conta-
gious as one looked upon
it. The background was
anfinished, as were also
some, details of the drap-
ery, but even a' novice in
art matters would have
pronotinced the picture
the work of a master hand.
While Claude toyed with
his brush, looking lovingly
on the canvas. face to
which his art was giving I 4-life and reality, there came
a gentle knock at the studio
door, and in response to
the word "come," a little
colored "boy-in-livery" en-
tered noislessly, and hand
ect the artist a carcl. Mr
Remington took the pieoe
of pasteboard quietly,
glanced at the name and
said, "Show the gentle-
man in."
As the boy left the room
the artist took a brown
silk curtain from a side
shelf and carefully drew
it over the easel so as to
effectually conceal the por-
trait. There was a slight
tremor in his hand as he
did so, and his face seemed
to have flushed considera-
bly. Ills brows, too, were
deeper wrinkled, as' if in
anger.
minute elapsed be-
fore the boy returned,
ushering in:a gentleman of
middle age, whose dress
and manaer showed at
once the unmistakable ease
and grace of a traveled
man of the world. Ile
walked directly up to
Claude and • grasped his
hand, though It seemed as
if the artist were far from
cordial in reciprocating the
salutation. But the visitor
did not notice, or did not
seem to notice, any lack of
hospitality on the part of
the artist, and immediate-
ly commenced the °ouster
Batton..
"Delighted to see you,  
my dear boy. Just came
direct from the Riviera
and have good news for
you."
"Good news ,for me,"
repeated Claude in meas-
ured tones, "I wonder  
what good news anyone 
can bring me from the
Riviera. Nevertheless,
Cot. Bland, I am pleased
to aee one who takes my
thoughts back to the days
when all news was good to  
me. When were you in 
Mentone?"
"Not for months, but I  
was in Nice just two weeks
ago and saw somebody
there who begged me to
see you without delay, so
I flew to London as fast as
the express would carry
use, caught the Paris at
Southampton and here I
am l"
Claude was evidently
struggling with a powerful
emotion, striving to con-
ceal the effect of his visi-
tor's words. One word of  
interrogation alone left his
lips.
"Constance?"
"No, not Constance her-
self, but her mother."
"Her motherl why she
sent me away!"
"Yes my boy, I know that, and I
believe she meant to keep you away.
She is a proud, haughty woman. All
the Foster-Parkers were, and she is no
exception. Everybody, even in the
Paris colony, which is certainly the
most exclusive set of Americans
abroad, considered you a perfect
match for Constance Blythe, but her
mother had set her heart on that
wealthy English baronet and so op-
pored your suit strenuously."
"Well, why did she wish you to see
me?"
"I bear her personal assurance that
her opposition to your marriage with
Constance is withdrawn."
The greatest transformation ever
seen in a human coantenance was pos-
sibly right there in that Fifth avenue
studio as the afternoon March sun-
light streamed in upon those two fig-
ures. Claude's joy was inexpressible
irf words, he merely wrung Colonel
Bland's hand in silence.
"Constance has not been well, you
know," continued the Colonel, in a
voice that tried to be cheery, but
seemed to lack the power. "To speak
plainly the separation from you preyed
on her nervous system to such an ex-
tent that her strength gave way. At
first Mrs. Blythe called it sentiment-
alism and tried\ to wean Constance
from thoughts of her disappointment
by providing extra gaieties, recep-
tions, concerts and so forth, but it
was to no purpose. At Christmas the
poor girl had to take to her bed. Doc-
tors prescribed for her in vain, until
Sir William Jowitt, the fashionable
English physician, learned the true
particulars of her case, and frankly
told Mrs. Blythe that the only sure
way to save her daughter's life was to
permit her to conduct her own metal"-
monial affairs. Constance is flow at
the Royale, and is somewhat better
because I believe she knows ire na-
ture of my mission to New York."
Claude had listened with rapt atten-
tion, the working of the muscles in
his face, and its constant changing
color alone denoting the conflicting
emotions struggling within him.
Hope, joy, sorrow, fear, despair came
and went in kaleidoscopic expression
on his features. As the Colonel fin-
ished the artist asked, hurriedly—
"When does the next steamer sall?"
"The 'Paris,' on, Saturday, is the
first fast boat. Will you go back with






"Yes, I will go direct to Constance.
You say she is in Nice?"
"They will stay there all summer I
believe,"
,
replied the Colonel, "but
now that you have decided about go-
ing tell me about yourself! Rumor
said that when you left our party so
abruptly in Mentone, yeu practically
went to the devil, that is, to the gam-
bling rooms of Monaco, which amounts
to the same thing."
"Rumor was truthful," remarked
Claude ,,nodding his head.
"And it also said that you lost heav-
ily," 'resumed Cot. Bland, fixing his
keen eyes upon the young artist
"I lost all I had," replied Claude,
carelessly. "I could not lose any
more, except by borrowing, and I
would not do that for gambling pur-po?e,,,
'Still," continued the Colonel,
glancing approvingly around the pala-
tial apartment, "you do not appear to
be suffering from extreme poverty."
Claude laughed outright, for . the
first time during the interview.
"No," he said in a voice full of cons/
fident satisfaction. "Fortunately my
profession enables me to live well and
also to keep a good account at my
bank."
•IYmi take many private commis-
sions, I suppose--you were always
clever at portraits," said Colonel
Bland in an interested tone.
"Yes," replied Claude. lightly. "I
have more requests for sittings than I
can well attend to and the offers
sometimes range as high as $3,000,
but—" •
"Have you some work there—may I
see it?" interrupted the Colonel, indi-
cating the covered easel by an inclina-
tion of his head.
Claude arose from his chair and
walked over to the easel. Then he
paused and faced the Colonel with a
peculiar look in his face.
"This is not painted from life but
from memory, Colonel," he said, sad-
ly. "It is a picture which you and I
once saw together, two years ago next
Easter day."
With a deft move of his hand Claude
Remington pulled aside the brown
silk curtain and Colonel Bland stood
spellbound before the portrait The
artist Watched him while his eyes
drank in every detail from the can-
vas. No word was spoken save a
suppressed whisper of astonishment
from. the ColoneL That whisper w
the name "Constance." His gaze was
riveted upon the
picture, and while he
gazed he felt himself
transported from
the busy metropolis
of the new world to
a small French vil-
lage in the old. Not
simply his mind but
his whole being, his
entire senses seemed
to be taken back to
that Easter morning
when, in the very shadow
of the Pyrenees, he and
Claude had sauntered out
from the old farmhouse
where they boarded, for a
stroll before breakfast
The Blythee and several
other New York families
were staying at the Cha-
teau Russe in the neigh-
borhood, and in their
morning walk the two
friends had encountered
Constance in just such an
attitude as the artist had
painted her. The Colonel
almost fancied that he
could hear the church bells
of Ste Marie de la Croix
in the distance, and smell
the perfume of the wild
flowers that grew in the
beautiful meadows of the
Landes.
For fully five ininutes he
stood with his eyes chained
to the canvas,Claude mean-
while watching him with
the keen delight of an art-
ist who knows that his
work has enraptured a
critfc.
Then the Colonel spoke
deliberately.
"I said Constance was
in Nice. I was mistaken
—she is here!" and he
pointed to the easel.
"Thank you, Colonel, for
your graceful compli-
ment," replied Claude.
"The heart has a better
memory than the eye,"
continued the visitor,
without noticing the ar-
tist's remark, "and for
that reason I think that
no one but yourself could
possibly have painted that
picture. There is not only
consummate art but
every evidence of heart in
the work. Can you finish
it in time to take it with
• us?"
"I will try. I have only
worked on it occasionally,
more for pastime than for
any other purpose. It is
nearly six months since I
commenced it. You see,
Colonel, when I got that
cutting note of curt dis-
missal from Mrs. Blythe,
shattering my hopes of
ever making Constance my
wife, I felt, as you said
awhile ago,like going to the
deviL I plunged wildly
into dissipation, just like
the headstrong fool I was,
but a few months of that
kind of thing convinced
me that if I wished to save
my health and reputation
it would be wiser for me
to. drive away care and
sorrow by ,hard work than
by indulgence in gambling
and other delusive excite-
ments. So I went to Lon-
don and started in doing a
little work for the illus-
trated papers. The few
portraits I painted there
got me favorable notice,
in fact the press was too
flattering altogether. I
would have stayed in Lon-
don but for the fact that
Constance was within two
days' reach and I could
not trust myself to obey
Mrs. Blythe's injunction
not to see her daugh-
ter again. So I came back
home to find myself fa-
mous, and never was fame
more distasteful to a mor-
tal. Clubs and coteries
  wanted to dine and wine
me. The fashionable set
sent special invitations to
receptions and dinners, so-
ciety leaders almost plead-
ingly requested my pres-
ence at some of their functions. I
tried it for a little while, but the
calls upon my time became so per-
sistent that I had to cut society,
and, thank heaveni society has since
cut me and left me alone to myself.
To be_perfectly candid with you, Col-
onel, I was almost denying myself to
you, for I felt as if your conversation
would naturally lead back to a subject
which I had been striving to banish
from my mind."
"That was why you had the picture
covered?"
"Precisely. I was afraid the sight
of it might remind you of her and
make you speak of her."
"Well, my dear Claude, you see I
came he -e with that view, picture or
no picture. lam stopping at the Savoy,
Will you come up to dinner this even-
ing and let us have an old time chat?
We ought to have a deal of news to
exchange after twelve months."
"I shall be pleased to join you, Col-
onel. At what hour do you dine?"
,asked Claude.
"Seven-thirty. Now I must hurry
down town, to Wall street to transact
some business. Good day, Claude, I
shall expect you this evening."
Remington saw his friend to- the
outer room and then returned to the
easel, before which he stood for sever-
al minutes in deep silence. But there
was an added brightness in his eye,
and a warmer glow•upon his cheek,
and when, a little later, he com-
menced humming an old Italian bal-
lad it was evident that the heart of
the artist was more at ease than it
was prior to the Colonel's visit
Colonel -Bland was a Baltimorean
who resided three parts of the year
in Europe. lie was very wealthy and
a widower without children. When
Claude went abroad to study, the Col-
onel was one of the first Americans
whom he met in Paris. Their ac-
quaintance ripened into a warm
friendship and the elder gentleman
took a lively interest in young Rem-
ington's successes. A lover of art,
though not himself. an artist, he be- -
came an enthusiast in Claude's work,
and accompanied him on many a ram-
bling tour in search of the beautiful
and picturesque bits of scenery that
abound in France, Italy and Switzer-
land. For a year and a half they were
constantly together and when Claude
met his fate in Constance Blythe the
Colonel was his young friends confid-
ant and did his best to bring about a
match. But the pride of Mrs. Blythe,
who came from an old Bostonian fam-
ily, proved an unsurmountahle barrier
to a union, and the Colonel was bitter
ly disappointed himself at the failure
of his friend. He counseled Claude to
stay, in fact, and disregard Mrs
Blythe's orders, inasmuch as Constance
was nearly of age, but in this case the
younger man had the moot aensible
-
Claude entered the room and almost rushed
to the bedside.
view of affairs, and wisely decided not
to remain near the girl who, he knew,
loved him as fervently as he did her.
This difference of opinion as to what
he ought to do led to some words be-
tween the two friends and Claude, who
was of an impetuous nature, left Men-
tone abruptly and without bidding
anyone goodbye.
And now his friend had followed
him across the Atlantic for the ex-
press purpose of taking him back to
his lady-love and never was a messen-
ger more happy in the fulfilment of
his mission. But still the thought of
Constance's per condition of health
worried the , Colonel considerably,
though he strove to conceal his tears
from Claude. .
On Good Friday evening the Ameri-
can liner "Paris" glided slowly into
her dock at Southampton and two of
the first passengers to walk down the
gang plank were Colonel Bland and
Claude Remington. They took the
night express for London at once and
the next morning started -for Paris via
Doter.
Scarcely resting in the French capi-
tal long enough to take a meal; they
took train for the southeast and
towards noon on Easter Sunday were
near their journey's end. Loverlike,
Claude's spirits rose as he gradually
approached the place where 0,enstance
was. Everything was familiar to him
In Nice. The very haekmen recog-
nized him and touched their hate re-
spectfully. Many a pour boire had they
received from the young artist during
his long sojourn in the fashionable re-
sort.
On arrival at the Hotel Royale the
Colonel and his companion went
straight to their rooms, which had
been engaged by telegraph. Colony!
Bland then sent a messenger to Mrs.
Blythe with a note to the effect that
Remington was with him and awaited
the pleasure of an interview. A reply
was not long in coming and the bearer
of it was Sir William Jowitt the phy-
sician in attendance on Constance.
The young lady, he said, was seri-
ously ill, so much so that he would
have to deny Claude an interview un-
til she had been prepared to undergo
the ordeal. They had extreme doubts
of her recovery—her nervous system
w,as completely shattered. Mrs. Blythe
was at her daughter's bedside, scarcely
ever left her, in fact, except while the
sick girl slept. As sooh as Constance
fell asleep she would be pleased to sea
Claude and the Colonel in the recep-
tion room.
The physician was calm and polite,
but his soft gray eyes were bent, while
he was talking, upon the young artist's
face. He had heard much of him but
seen nothing, and he had been some-
,what curious to see the young gentle-
Man whose presence, his professional
instincts told him, would be much
more potent than all the medicines he
could prescribe for Constance. But
then he had to tear the effect of any
shock, even though of a joyous nature.
Sudden happiness Is frequently as fa-
tal as sudden sorrol; in caste where
the nerves are in a weak state. They
bad not known whether the Colo
would find Claude or pot, and did not
like to even hint at his coming until
they were sure iv was there.
• * • • • * • *******
In an elegantly furnished bedroom
'in another part of the hotel sat Mrs.
Blythe by the bedside of her daugh-
ter. She was waiting for the girl to
wake up from the few hours' slumber
She had taken that afteepoon. The
mother was a strikingly handsome
woman of about 45, tall and graceful
in figure, and with an air of refine-
ment in her features which was some-
what heightened by the hauteur of her
expression. So habitual was this proud
look on her face that even now, while
bending over the sleeping form of her
own child, the strongly marked char-
acteristic was distinctly observable.
The girl was unquestionably beauti-
ful, but the ravagesOf a long sickness
were plainly visible in her white and
drawn face as she slept.
Mrs. Blythe had seen the Colonel
and Claude, and a consultation, with
the physician as adviser, had resulted
in the determination to prepare Con-
stance for the surprise of seeing her
lover back at her side.
The picture which had been a Work
of.-loyal love on Claude's part, was
moved into the invalid's room -in a
conspicuous position, with a curtain
thrown loosely over it.
The society woman's feelings had
fought between pride of caste on one
side and love for her child on the
other, and the latter had won the
battle. Her firm resolve now was to
endeavor to undo as lay as she could,
the evil she had done. She never
seemed to realize the enormity of her
action until she was shown the por-
trait of 'Constance as she used to be.
The contrast between the merry,
pink-cheeked maiden of a year ago
and the pale-faced invalid lying before
her now was so great that it made her
- tremble for fear her ridiculous pride
had killed her only child. A. reaction
set in and now, much as she had for-
merly opposed the union, she deter-
mined that it should take plate, even
if it were a death-bed wedding. Her
daughter should have the wish of her
heart before she died at least.
When the sick girl at- last moved
restlessly, and then opened her eyes
with that tired and weary look pecul-
iar to confirmed invalids, her mother.
stooped and kissed the pale forehead
affectionately.
"You have had a nice, long sleep,
dear," she said gently, "nearly four
hours__, and I think you look better for
it. Had you pleasant dreams?"
"Dreaming of Claude, as usual,
mother," replied the girl in a low
voice. "You must not be angry with
me, I cannot forget him either wak-
ing or sleeping. As for my looks, I
have almost forgotten how I ever
looked."
"If you will promise me to be calm
and not get in the least excited, I will
show you how you looked not long
ago," said Mrs. Blythe in an affection-
ate tone.
Constance gazed on her wonderingly.
Mrs. Blythe met the questioning look
with a maternal smile.
"You must promise me," she said,
as she pressed a fervent kiss upon
Constance's lips, "otherwise I won't
show you."
"All right, I promise willingly," re-
plied the girl, with a puzzled expres-
sion.
Mrs. Blythe moved the ornamental
easel close to the bedside and drew the
curtain away.
An involuntary start, an exclama-
tion of glad surprise, a slight flush of
color in the cheek and then the inva-
lid's face became riveted upon the pic-
tare. There was a few minutes of
complete silence, which Constance
broke by saying:
"Mamma, Claude painted that."'
"How do you know, dear?"
"I know he did—he-must have done;
nobody else in the wide world could
have donel Did he send it to you,
mamma, tell me, did he?"
"Remember your promise, dear
child, or I shall give you no informa-
tion at all," answered the mother with
a playful laugh. "Now, just keep per-
fectly quiet, and I'll tell_ you a little
secret. I have sent for Mr. Reming-
ton to come back."
"Sent for him, mamma? How could
you le guilty of such an indiscretion?"
"No indiscretion about it, my .dear
child. I sent him away from yqu and
it was my place to recall him." Mrs.
Blythe put her arm around her daugh-
ter's neck and kissed her. As she did
so Constance felt the warm tears drop
on her cheek and saw that her mother
was crying.
"Oh you dear, sweet, kind mamma,
how good of you to do that when you
don't like Claude."
"I do like Claude, and I admit that
I have made a foolish error. I thought
pride was stronger than love, but I
find that I am mistaken."
"When did you send for him? It is
a long way to New York." Constance
spoke eagerly,—questioningly.
"Be is on his way here now, darling,
and I want you to try and get strong
again before he comes, won't you?"
am strong, mamma, quite strong,
and your blessed words give me extra
strength. I already feel much better."
"Would you feel well enough te see
Clailde if he should arrive tonight,
dear2;-remember, the doctor cautions
you against the least excitement, and
he wbuld not let you see him unless
youmised to be cairn."
"But I am calm mamma. It would
Inot injure me.  feel it would give
me strength • if I could see Claude
again."
"Then, Constance, prepare to have
your wish gratified at once," said Mrs.
Blythe softly, as her linger pressed
the electric belL
There came an old time sparkle in
the eyes of the sick girl as she heard
her mother's words, the cheeks flushed
again, her bosom heaved perceptibly.
Mrs. Blythe whispered a few words to
the servant who answered the bell.
Then she returned to her daughter's
bedside and took, the invalid's hand.
"Lbnstance," she said, in a some-
what broken voice, "I must ask your
forgiveness for the shortsighted cruet-
ty I was guilty of when I sent your
lover away. I have done what I could
to repair the foolish act and have
brought Clatide back again to your
side. May God grant that he is not
too late."
A slight tap at the door and Sir Wil-
liam Jowitt entered quietly. A shade
of disappointment passed over th
e
face of Constance.
The physician walked forward and
felt the pulse of the invalid.
"Your mother has told you who is
here, I presume," he said seriously.
"Now tell me. Miss Blythe, do you
think you are able to bear an inter-
view?"
"Oh yes. Don't you see bow calm I
am, doctor? Why, feel quite 
strongagain, and could almost cry for joy."
-"Yes, but you must not cry," 
said
the doctor warningly. Then, as he
took his leave,' he said to himself;
chuekling, "Just as I thought! mod -
Ines in her case would not be worth
a—a—continental, as the Americans
say."
As Claude entered the room and ala
most rushed to the bedside,
Blythe crossed to the window end
looked out The tears were falling
from her face, but they were tears of
Joy, not sorrow. When she walked
back to the lovers she took a hand of
each and Joined them, saying to Con-
stance, "Today is the anniversary of
our Saviour's resurrection. Let us
hope that it may also be the day of
your rising from sickness. It certain-
ly is a fitting occasion, for to-day my
own love has risen far beyond my for-
mer pride."
An involuntary
A public park. a garden seat. an actor sat
thereon,
His gay attire part product of the season
lately gone.
For fifteen minutes there be rests, then rises
to his feet.
And with a calm and studious face he seeks
the crowded street.
But after Min a horde of boys precipitately
ran.
And shouted out "Stop thief! stop thief!
there goes the guilty man!"
The actor wonderingly turned, as up the po-
lice came,
And without hesitation gave his right ad-
dress and name.
Among the boys a tall, slim youth appeared
to be the chief,
And he reiterated loud, "This fellow In a
thief!"
"TN false!" the actor hotly cried. "This
charge is base indeed.
In all my life I never yet committed thievish
deed!
"I saw him steal" the urchin said, in making
the complaint.
"Way over in the hollow there I watched him
take some paint."
"You Ile!" the actor wildly hissed, beside
himself with rage.
"This Is the greatest insult ever offered to
the stake!"
"Here is the proof,i the boy remarked, "be-
fore we let him budge.
You've heard the charge I made, and now let
each one be the Judge.
You can detect his guilt at once—he gives us
all the chance.
Observe the paint that's sticking there on the
seat of his light pants!"
GEORGE EDGAR.
Laurit'i Little Brother.
I have a young lady cousih whose
company is much sought after by
members of my own sex. I was a man
after her own heart once, but I didn't
get it She discouraged me so much
that I couldn't take heart at alL Sev-
eral of my club acquaintances have
been paying court to her since, but no
one has yet succeeded in carrying off
the prize.
From certain rumors that I hear I
believe her little brother Eddie is
one of the main causes of her fail-
ure to catch a suitable husband. It is
sufficient to say that Eddie is a small
boy and has a tongue. Also a facility
for putting peculiar and unfortunate
constructions on whatever he may
hear or see.
When Mr. Golightly called the other
evening and was shown into the par-
lor, Eddie sauntered shyly in before
the visitor had time to seat himself in
an imposing attitude. He looked
wistfully at the caller for some mo-
ments and then said gravely, "Aint
you goin to make it talk?" "Make
what talk my little man?" asked Mr.
iGolightly n friendly tones.
"Your suit, aint it going to shout?"
,
"I don't understand you, my dear,"
replied Mr. Golightly.
"Well now said Eddie, scratching
his head, and looking the unfortunate
young man all over, "when the ger-
vent told Laura that you had called
she said, "Oh he needn't call, his
spring suit is loud enough to be heard
all ever the block!"
Mr. Booth-took, the bank cashier,
does not call on Miss Laura since his
last painful interview with Eddie in
the presence of the la r's father.
"Say, mister,'? asked the boy play-
fully. "Isn't our Laura stuck on you?"
"I'm sure I—I d-don't know," stem-
meredthe embarrassed gentleman.
"Oh rats!" replied Eddie, disre-.
spectfully, "why, I saw her stuck on
you last night—she was on your knee
for over live minutes!" 1
Worse, if anything, was the experi-
ence M r. Smartwit, whose second
and flast 
 
visit to Eddie's home was
made memorable by that mischievous
youngster. He broke in upon Laura
and her companion—just as Mr.
Smartwit was about to propose—with
this probably true, but certainly mal-
apropos sentence— •
"Say, sis, ma wants to know how




I remember, I remember
Not so many years ago,
When I Wrote in late December
A short poem on "The Snow."
"Fairy 
'n: 13n:gI:.twhed 11 IaSL 
When the printer smart affirmed it
"Funny fakes," to be, instead.
I remember. I remember,
When I wrote of "love serene",'
In that very same December
In a sonnet to "My Queen,"
I remember I could splinter
One poor human form divine
If I only caught that printer—
For he set It up "live swine."
I remember when, as critic,
I. one most auspicious night.,
Wrote some matter analytic '
On the work of actor bright. ,
"Mastered Art" is how 'twits written
Plainly my copy,Thecetoeveai
rgor he read "mustaa cut."
Once when writing advertising
I referred to "needed space,'
Never dreaming the surprising
Antics of the ' lower case." •
Fancy, though, my consternation
And the shock It caused to me.
When the words,"In bold location,





"I don't like to go shopping in dry
goods stores with my mamma," said a
five-year-old boy. "Why not?" he was
asked. "Oh, because the asks the
salesmen to show her so Many things
she doesn't want," he promptly re-
plied.
Said Johnnie Kingston's mother, "I
want to buy one of those new kitchen
ranges. They tell me they save half
the coal." And her young hopeful,
after considering a minute, asked,
"Why don't you buy two of 'em, ma,
and save it all?!'
"Now Bobby," said the school
teacher one day, "if it took ten men
fifteen hours to hoe a large cornfield,
how long would it take two men, say
your father and uncle, to do the same
work?"
...They'd never do it," replied Boh-
by promptly, "they'd be swapping
fish stories all the time!"
That was a bright child who, on be-
ing asked what ice was, quickly re-
plied, "Water, gone to sleep." And
the grocer's little girl's definition of
sand, "something papa mixes with
sugar," was as ingenuous as it was on
expected.
"Shall I have to get married when I
grow up?" asked little Flossie of her
mother one day.
'"Just as you please, my dear," an
ti'e'red her mother. "Meat weinen do
marry. however."
.wYes, I suppose so," continued the
little girl musingly "and I guess I'd
ibetter start right n and hustle for a
husband now. They tell me Aunt
Jane has been at it for 20 years and
hasn't found one yet!" H. O'D.
A Queer Couple.
BY BICIIARD BURKETT.
obody could ever un-
derstand what John-
nie Grout and Sallie
Smithers saw in each
other to make them
so mutually infat-,
fluted. Both were
the reverse of 'hand-
some in face and fig-
ure, and the only construction that
could be put upon their attachment
was that the ugliness of each acted as
a bond Of sympathy between them.
True, every eye- has a beauty of its
own, but the optic that could detect
anything lovely in Sallie's cross-eyed,
pug-nosed, freckle-faced, carroty-
headed, lop-sided person was not the
kind of vision to -be either envied or
commended. Nor were Johnnie's
beetling brows, receding forehead and
sloping chin the class of features that
usually enamor a female. His short,
chunky, fore-shortened body would
not have attracted one woman in a
few. millions, but Sallie, strange
to say, happened to be eccentric
enough in her tastes to imagine that
Johnnie was a perfect Adonis.
' 9.nd, to her lover's thinking, there
wasn't a girl in all Lock-ton half so
pretty aid graceful as Sallie.. They
had, of course, a supreme monopoly of
their opinions about each other's
beauty, and neither of them had the
slightest cause for jealous anxiety.
Neither of them were rich in this
world's goods, but both were comfort-
ably situated for people in their sta.
tionof life. Their parents were dead
and each was left alone in the world
With a small farm and a little money.
Johnnie was about twenty-five arid
Sallie just of age, so they had no one
to please but themselves and were not
long in making a match of it.
But the week before the appointed
wedding day Sallie fell ill with the
smallpox, and the doctors came and
ordered her to the hospital at once.
She was taken away in the town ,am-
balance and Johnnie f °flowed, weePi ng
bitterly and begging to be allowed to
accompany and nurse her. His re-
quest was finally granted so far as to
permit him to occupy an adjoining
room to the ward in which she lay,
and in the presence of the female
nurse Johnnie's uncouth figure -would
often be seen bending over the uncon-
scious form of the delirious Sallie.
She never spoke of anybody but her
lover in her rambling, incoherent
speech, and yet she never recognized
him from the first day he was allowed
to see her. Those were hard times for
Johnnie, but he was told to hope for
the best, and after a period of two
weeks the doctors gave him encour-
agement by telling him that Sallie
was out of danger and would not be
marked at all by the ravages of the
disease.
But just as Sallie improved Johnnie
began to grow ill, and it was soon evi-
dent that he had taken the disease
from her. He was put to bed ins se-
eluded ward and great care taken not
to excite him • in the least. When his
delirium set in,his calls for Sallie were
incessant, but owing to her weak con,
dition she was not allowed to see him,
She was sent home to convalesce and
prayed night and day that her love*
might be spared to her.
But though her prayer was granted,
Johnnie left the hospital marked for
life. His had been a more dangeroue
case, and he only came out of it with
great ugly pits all over his head and
face. Still, that did not make an
serious difference to Sallie. She had
not loved him for his good looks in the
first place, so the loss of -a little more
physical beauty was not a crying mat,
ter. She was not really well herself.
The malady had left her in a very
weak condition, but she was strong
enough to take Johnnie by the arm
and escort him around the little town
whenever the wants of either necessi-
tated any shopping. The marriage
was postponed for several weeks and
now they: contemplated an Easter
wedding. About the queerest looking
pair of lovers in the whole state of
Pennsylvania was Johnnie Grout and
Sallie Smithers.
But Johnnie seemed to feel,' away
down in his sensitive heart, that the
accident which had marred his fea-
tures was naturally one that would, or
should, disqualify him in the sight of
his beloved. He never thought of how
cruel Nature had originally been to
him, he never considered that it was
through his devotion to Sallie he
had caught the disease now dis-
figuring him. He brooded over the
thought that he was no longer pre-
sentable to her view, and all the lov-
ing care she could lavish Upon him
failed to have the effect of convincing
him that she stilisloved him as former-
ly. He attributed her present, actions
to resignation rather than desire, and
a morbid feeling of sullen disappoint-
ment crept into his nature and made
him irritable and peevish.
Sallie could not understand the
change in his disposition. Had she
known that he regarded her in the
light of a martyr, willing to sacrifice-
her happiness for his sake, she could
easily have undeceived him- But
Johnnie was morose and silent. Ile
could not bear her to talk to him even.
He resented her expressions of affec-
tion, because, without any reason be-
yond his own supersensitiveness, he
imagined them to be simulated.
She did not like his little petulant
ways, which were entirely different
from his former manner, and gradual,
ly there grew a coldness and reserve
between them which finally resulted
in a severance of the engagement.
She told him flatly that she could
never live with him on account of his
temper.
There was a considerable sensation
in the little town when it became
known that the marriage was off. So
many people had commented upon the
engagement and also upon the devo-
tion shown by the odd couple in their
sickness that such a thing as the
breaking of the engagement was con-
sidered well-nigh impossible. But the
news spread the day after the quarrel
between the lovers, and many were
the questions passed around as to the
origin of the trouble. Neither of there
could be seen, however. Both remained
in doors, apparently with the objectof
avoiding the gossips.
Three days passed and nobody saw
anything of Johnnie. Even his own
farm hands who lived on the premises
did not notice him around the house.
On the fourth day one of them went
up to his master's room to conSult him
about some important matter and
found Johnnie seated in his arm chair
quite dead and cold. Beside him on
the floor was a 32 calibre revolver, the
weapon with which he had killed him-
self.
The police were communicated with
'and the news of the tragedy spread
like wildfire. A mutual friend hesi-
tatingly went to Sallies farm with the
bad tidings. Her knock on the door
received no response, so she tried the
door, which was unlocked, and walked
through the hall to Sallies back par
.lor  Miss &fathers was laid full
length on, the floor, quite dead. A vial
of Poison was in her, left hand.
So ended the romance sit a "Queer
Couple."
A Duet Unusual Occurrence. •
She was an amateurish wife
With duties great before her,
And Just three months of married life
Had happily passed o'er her.
In all Important household arts
And small domestic duties,
She strove to shine in many Parts
Like all young married beauties
She knew the lot of most young wives—
No matter how good-looking, •
And how their husbands marred their lives
By sneers about their cooking.
She'd heard and read of many men—
The heads of modern houses,
Who Faye their "mothers" now and then
As ''cooking guides" for spouses.
Perhaps she had expected this
In her ambitidus budding&
And guessed he'd think her quite amiss
In making pies and puddings.
No doubt she thought the bread she'd bake
Would surely be berated.
And that he'd never eat her cake
She quite anticipated.
So when to keeping house they cam:
In some suburb or other.
She feared her cooking would proclaim
The knowledge of his mother
Contrasted with her ignorance,—
His sneer she greatly dreaded,
And almost wished that, by some chance,
To him she was not wedded.
Her trial came; she made a lot
Of pastry for the dinner,
Her husband praised lion the spot—
Ate like a greedy sinner.
And said, "My dear, your pastry far
Excels that made by mother,
Indeed your pies and puddings are
Not equalled by another!"
Here I suppose the reader will
Expect the young wife kissed him,
And to her proof of pastry skill
Once more wished to assist him.
But truth requires that no such scene
Should here be glibly painted,
The fact Is that she gave a scream
And straightaway she fainted! O. S. J.
The Collector.
he subject of this
sketch is not the
man who comes
around on or about
the first of every
month wearing a
check suit and a
bright smile that
seems to fade per-
ceptibly when you tell him to "call
again Ins week,' or "let it lay over
till next month.' It is not the rent
or tax collector I have in view, but
that worst of all cranks, a collector of
old stamps, coins, bric-a-brac and
other relics of antiquity.
Perhaps you know one or more of
them; perhaps you have met the man
to whom a battered old copper penny
of 'George the First's reign is a mine
of wealth compared to a brand new
ten dollar bill; maybe you know the
fellow who cherishes a cancelled post-
age stamp from the Phillipine Islands
like an old maid does her yellow pug
dbg, or a young mother her first in-
fant And possibly you are also ac-
quainted with the long haired and
mildewed enthusiast who visits auc-
tion sales of second-hand rubbish and
bids fabulous prices for featureless
and limbless statuary; who fondles
with affectionate reverence a wig that
was supposed to belong to Croinwell's
first cousin, or worships the alleged
toenail of some departed saint who
died of La Grippe in the tail end of
the third century.
These men are frequently walking
museums. They carry pocket books
containing several hundred obsolete
stamps from all parts of the world,
for which no sane man would know-
ingly give up a nickel. .They would
sooner lose an entire year's cash
receipts than part with their collec-
tion. They have also some antiquat-
ed coin or other which cost them $50,
but which would not be accepted any-
where as collateral for a hair cut or a
bowl of pea soup. Then, if the crank
is of a pious turn of mind, or rather,
of a superstitious nature, he is pretty
sure to have surrounded himself with
"relics," such as gruesome looking
bones, pieces of skin or fragments of
"the true cross." There wasn't wood
enough grown in the entire Holy Land
to supply the pieces of the true cross
that have found their way, in recent
years, all over the world, and if the
alleged toenails of saints are all au-
thentic those sanctified people must
have been veritable centipedes. 'It is
said that a Minneapolis gentleman
started in the lumber business solely
for the purpose of supplying splinters
from the true cross and hale reported
to be worth a fortune at the present
day.
&ilecting coins is a very sensible
and laudable occupation, provided
current specie Is adhered to, and I re-
spectfully submit that there is more
solid satisfaction to be gleaned from
the possession of a-double eagle than
from owning a pot-full of moulidyEuro-
peen coppers that wouldn't buy a
mint julep or a pack of cigarettes in
any city in the United States. At the
same time it is just as well that
cranks who are fond of the antiquated
money exist, as it gives us poor mor-
tals a chance to enjoy the current coin
of the realm without exciting the en-
vy of these collectors.
The love of antiquity observable in
these collectors seems hi come to a
sudden stop when they select a wife
or sweetheart A statueia thousand
years old they would venerate, but a
woman over thirty-five they would
hardly respect for sweethearting pur-
poem.
The age of an engraving or oil paint-
Mg, if measured by centuries, would
throw one of these cranks into rapture,
but he has a strange prejudice in fa-
vor of youth when it comes to select-
Eng a life partner.
Well, we don't blame him, as we
happen to be similarly afflicted our-
selves, but we cannot help thinking
that much of his affection for ancient
coins, obsolete stamps and prehistoric
relics is sadly misplaced. We cannot
see how the hoarding of these reminis-
cences of by-gone ages, at great cost
of money and time, can afford one-
tenth of the pleasure that is to be
found in the jingle of a few U. S. gold
pieces or the rustle of some crisp
American currency. J. S. G.
Hints for the Home.
Keep flowers fresh by putting a
pinch of soda in the water.
Boil the clothealine and it will not
"kink," as a new rope is apt to do.
Keeps small box filled with lime In
pantry and cellar; it will keep
the air dry and pure.
Soda is the best thing for cleaning
tinware. apply with a damp cloth and
rub well, then wipe dry.
Prick potatoes when baking so that
the air can escape. This will prevent
their bursting in the oven.
For sore throat, beat the white of an
egg stiff with all the sugar it will hold
and the juice of one lemon.
When baking cakes set a dish of
water in the oven with them and they
will not be in any danger from scorch-
° r ease spots that have burnt and
become hard on the stove may be re-
moved by a few drops of kerosene oil
on the cloth before rubbing them.
To clean a stove, zinc or zinc-lined
bathtub, mix ammonia and whiting
to a smooth paste; apply it to the
zinc and let it dry; then rub off until
no dust remains.
A teaspoonful of alum will make
clear four gallons of muddy water.
Boiling the water is necessary to re-
move disease germs when a farm pump
or a town reservoir has a bad name.
Vinegar bottles may be cleaned with
crushed egg shells in a little water.
Crude oil, according to a painter, is
excellent to wipe wood-work and fur-
niture with. Wipe off with a clean
cloth.
When your face and ears burn s 
terribly bathe them in very hot water 
as hot as you can bear. This will b 
more apt to cool them than any cold 
application.
For an aching tooth, saturate 
piece of cotton with ammonia and lay
it on the tooth; or try oil of sassafras 
applying it frequently.
To freshen black kid gloves, mix a
teaspoonful of salad oil with a few
drops of black ink; apply with a
feather and dry in the sun.
Fon Tun HAIR.—To prevent the
hair from falling out or turning gray 
take a teacupful of dried sage and
boil it in a quart of soft water fo 
twenty minutes; strain it off and add
a piece of borax the size of an English
walnut; pulverize the borax. Put the
sage tea, when cool, into a quart bot
tle; add the borax; shake well to
gether and keep in a cool place. Brush
the hair thoroughly and rub the wash
well on the head with the hand 
Then, after a good hard rubbing 
brush the hair well before the fire so
it will become dry.
THE PROBABLE
Last' Words of Living Celebrities.
Grover Cleveland: "I shall at least be
free from the veto of the senate."
James J. Corbett: "I never thought
death could knock me out so easily."
Wm. L. Wilson: "Whither am I
drifting?"
Adding Patti: "This is my last fare-
well."
John Y. Mellane: "Good bye toConey
Island."
Chauncey M. Depew: "I cannot speak
this evening—some other time."
Senator Hill of New York-- "I never
bore any ill will to Grover."
William McKinley: "This Bill will
go through all right."
Robt. G. Ingersol: "I wonder if I waa
wrong?"
Russell Sage: "I cannot take any
stock in the next world."
Ward McAllister: "James, see that
my dress , 
far 
.ants are properly pressed."
Walter . Gresham: "How  is it
to Hawaii'?"
John Wanamedcer: "Anything else
today please?"
Thomas P. Ochiliree: "I never took
water yet and I will not do it now."
Tom Watson of Georgia: "Where am
I at?"
Lillian Russell: "What! are there
no marriages in heaven!"
George Smn: "Now for the long
rest.'
The Prince of Wales: "I am about
tired waiting for a throne."
Joseph Pulitzer: "The 'World' is
mine.'
Queen Lliiuokalani: "How long am I
to be kept out?" SAM. PLANE.
Well Dun.
It may sound paradoxical
To creditors of mettle,
gut debtors have to t% "Stilled dp"
Sometimes before they'll "settle."
An Easy Task.
B011.—I think Chauncey Depew is
even cleverer than Herrmann.
Tom.—For what reason?
"I have seen him transport people
from New York to Buffalo simply by
making a few passes."
A Unique Firm.
JACKSON—I am dealing exclusively
at Neverblow's now. It is the most
reliable house in the country to-day.
Tuorarson—How do you make that
appear?
"They don't claim to have got a
prize medal at the World's Fair."
In the Green Room.
LEADING GENT—The stage manag-
er has cast that new fellow for Ham-
let.
Low COMEDIAN—What, on earth
for? ,
"He said he was hungry for bread,
so they gave him a heavy role."
A Pressing Engagement.
MAro—Just look at Arthur kissing
and hugging his cousin Julia!
MANIE—Yes, I knew they were un-
friendly.
"Unfriendly? What do you mean?"
"Case of 'strained relations', isn't it?"
. Both Alike.
JERSEY.—What became of the ras-
cal who bit a piece out of Chumley's
arm?
MEADOWS.—He was bound over to
keep the peace.
And what did they do to Chumley's
arm?
That was bound over to keep the
piece too!
Quite True.
"Don't You think that liberated
convict is like a period?"
"In what way?"
"He's at the end of a sentence."
BICYCLES to CONSUMERS at
WITH PNEUMATIC TIRES,
HIGH GRADE IN EVERY DE-
TAIL FOR ONLY
SEE! A $125 WHEEL FOR
Wholesale!
We Will Sell You Our NEW
1894- $125 "WEAVER SPECIAL"
9.2
Guaranteed in EVERY Particular. You SEE it before You BUY it.
This is less than agents pity for the same grade. Send Zr, stum
p for particulars to
WEAVER BICYCLE CO., Elkhart, Ind.
Or Bare this ad. It will appear but once.  e
HOW WE THINK AND ACT.
It is a common thing to hear people
talk about what they think, of the
subjects they understand, and how they
reasoned this way sad that way, in
certain matters. But it is a ,question
if one in a thousand people hats ever
stopped to consider how they think,
and by what occult processes in the
brain the reasoning faculty, or intelli-
gence, performs its duties? Never-
theless it is probably the most inter-
esting study of any that pertains to
human anatomy. The material mo-
tions of the body are understood, to a
limited extent, but the actions of the
mind are rarely, if ever, thought of,
even by professional phrenologists.
It might therefore be considered of
interest to the general reader to take
up this subject and explain, as lucidly
as our present facilities will permit,
the formation of the brain and the
performance of its various functions.
It is really as necessary that a person
should know how his head is con-
structed, as that he should under-
stand the formation and mission of
any other part.of the body—more so,
in fact, because in the head are situ-
ated not only the seat of life, but also
the governing or controlling powers
which influence every nerve, muscle






Of all the machines the world has
ever seen, the most elaborate, compli-
cated and intricate could not compare
with the machinery of the human sys-
tem.
It is not given to man to devise
any structure more complex, more mi-
nute in its particles, more varied in
its accomplishments than his own
mortal body. The tiniest and most
delicate watch that the skilled watch-
maker can turn out is rough and un-
couth work Compared with the won-
derful mechanism of the human brain,
for instance.
It will well repay the reader to
study in connection with this article
the accompanying semi-phrenological
chart, in which he will notice that
the human head is carefully mapped
out, with the various senses andor-
gans properly indicated in their re-
spective locations. It will be semi at
a glance that every part of the body is
directly controlled by the brain. The
limbs and various organs are governed
by it. Every motion of every muscle
emanates from headquarters in the
brain. The seat of intelleot, that is,
the understanding or thinking and
reasoning part of man, is located
across the front part of the brain.
The other senses, such as sight, hear-
ing, taste, touch and smell, occupy
positions in the rear of the intellect,
as do also the mainsprings of motion.
All these are in direct communication
and sympathy with each other. They
are in harmonious accord and assist
one another in the performance of
their respective functions.
For instance, when in conversation
with a person, it is not merely the
tongue or organ Of speech that is em-
ployed. The intellect or understand-
ing is engaged, the sense of hearing is
concentrated upon what your com-
panion may be saying, the eyes are
usually fixed upon him, and his on
you, you move your arms, hands or
facial muscles by way of gesture or
expression, and all these acts are done
at one and the same time, though
prompted by different senses under
one government.
First of all, external impressions
are telegraphed , as it were, through
the mediums of the ear or eye to the
seat of intellect, and orders are imme-
diately dispatched from there, by
)
means of the nerve Centres, to every
organ whose co-operation is required.
Forexample, as you read these lines,
just move the toes of your right or
left foot. The movement you find will
be simultaneous with your thinking
about it. No sooner does the brain
express its wish to have that motion
made than the desire is telegraphed to
the particular organ and the motion is
apparently spontaneous with the com-
mand. It is the same with any other
organ or muscle. The will power in
the brain no sooner issues its request
for motion than the behest is obeyed.
Rapid as lightning is, quick as are
the flashes of electricity, neither can
.312,C1. TIACT
beat the nerves in the prompt tram-
mission of thought or feeling.
In the brain is the seat of life, in
the brain is the mainspring of all the
nerve forces. It has been well de-
scribed as a storage battery or power
house, which supplies every nerve and
fibre of the body with vitality or elec-
tricity to perform their functions.
The brain is the governor or general of
the whole body, and-it has supreme
authority over every part of it It di-
rectly controls the heart, although
the reverse has long been believed to
be the case. It governs every bone
and muscle in the system, not one of
which could move without its sanc-
tion, and every part of the body is sub-
ject to its wilt
This being the case, it Cannot fail to
be interesting to know something of
the construction and mission of this
remarkable controller of so many mar-
velous organs. By the aid of accom-
panying diagrams we are able to show
how the brain directs and supervises
the rest of the human body.
The actual seat of life, the point
from which the vitality of our whole
system emanates, is situated in the
upper part of the spinal cord, at the
base of the brain. 'See Fig.) It will',
be seen also that from that point be,-
gins the spinal cord, which runs down.
ward through the body and is, proper-









line of the whole nervous system.
From it diverge the different nervev
that supply the heart, stomach liver,
kidneys, bowels, etc., with their vital
forces. These nerves are in the form
of delicate white strings or filaments,
and are to the organs of the body ex-
actlywhat telegraph lines are between
different cities—a means of prompt
communication.
No matter what muscle or organ of
the body becomes in any way affected
the news is promptly transmitted to
the brain and other organs are liable
to be affected through sympathy.
This is well exemplified and perhaps
more lucidly explained in the cut
showing the relation of the eye to the
sense of hearing and the 'organ of
speech on another part of this
page. It must be generally conceded
that the clearer one understands his-
mechanism the better will he or she
be able to know what is the matter
with them when they are sick. As it
is, people often have symptoms of seri-
ous dinennen which they treat lightly,
if at all, because they do not compre-
hend fully the importance of these
disease indications, and, as they do not
realize the danger, they neglect the
trouble until it is often too late. With
a better knowledge of their own con-
struction and susceptibility to diseases
they would take far more precautions
in the early stage of their trouble and
thus prevent its dangerous increase.
Thus, an irritation of the optic
nerve or organ of sight may influence
the rest of the nerves Ins greater or
lesser degree, but unless this truth is
well understood, ordinary dectors
would be more likely to treat the visi-
ble effect rather than the unseen
cause, and might endeavor to cure a
result instead of searching out the ori-
gin of the trouble and remedying
that.
These remarks may convey a popu-
lar idea of how extremely difficult it
is to sude,essfully treat nervous .dis-
eases unless, one is thoroughly well
grounded in the construction of the
nervous system, and has had a practi-
cal experience in the causes of disease
and also their cure. On this subject
"a little knowledge is truly a danger
ous thing," particularly for the pa-
tient, and failure to care is a confes-
sion of ignorance on the part of the
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physician having the case in charge.
But if the masses of the people an -
only be induced to know more about
themselves; if they can be parivaded
to desire a little learning op' the sub-
ject of the brain and its 'east impor-
tance, not only as „the region of
thought and understanding, but as
the direct controller of every muscle
and function of the body, a great step
would be taken towards rendering
harmless many, diseases that are now
a constant menace to the general
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